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Abstract 
Wireless Power transfer using electric and magnetic near-fields have found 

their use in a plethora of applications, biomedical implants being one of them. 

The stringent regulation on size and safety imposed by the biomedical 

implants necessitates a highly efficient power transfer link design. The added 

challenges of misalignment and motion artifact very common in biomedical 

implants need to be addressed as well. 

In this dissertation, we present a detailed analysis of near –field (inductive and 

capacitive) wireless power transfer links and evaluate them for use in 

biomedical implants. We propose new techniques to improve the power 

transfer efficiency of transcutaneous links and overcome the challenges posed 

by the implant application.  

We compare and contrast the different resonant topologies in inductive power 

links and provide selection criteria to choose the right topology based on the 

link parameters. Power link optimization for maximum power transfer 

efficiency has been proposed based on the right choice of topology, optimal 

load and optimal frequency of operation. 

We have proposed and evaluated a novel idea to overcome the challenges of 

misalignment and motion artifacts, very relevant in biomedical implants using 

passive intermediate coils. Theoretical models for computing power transfer 

efficiency of misaligned links have been developed and the method to choose 

the proper placement of the intermediate coil has been presented both 

qualitatively and quantitatively with experimental results agreeing well with 

developed models.  

Capacitive power transfer links as an attractive alternative to the traditional 

inductively coupled link for transcutaneous powering of biomedical implants 

has been proposed. With complete theoretical models and corroborating 

experimental results in rats, our proposed method of using capacitive coupled 

links makes a strong claim for its use in biomedical applications. 
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 Introduction Chapter  1:

1.1 Introduction to Wireless Power Transmission 

Transmission of electric power from one device to another without the use of a 

direct conductive medium such as wires is termed as Wireless Power 

Transmission (WPT). WPT can be achieved by creating electric, magnetic or 

electromagnetic coupling between a device and its counterpart. The device 

from which the power is transmitted is called the Transmitter (TX) and the 

device which receives this power and supplies it to the payload is called the 

Receiver (RX).  

1.2 Wireless Power Transmission Methods 

Various methods exist through which WPT can be achieved, though the 

prominent methods are Inductive Power Transmission (IPT), Capacitive 

Power Transmission (CPT) and Radiated Power Transmission (RPT). The 

three methods differ in the type of coupling between the TX and RX. IPT uses 

inductive coupling (mutual inductance between TX and RX), CPT uses 

capacitive coupling (capacitance between the TX and RX) and RPT uses 

radiation to transmit power from TX to RX.  

1.2.1 Inductive Power Transmission (IPT) 

Inductive power Transmission is by far the most prominent method used today 

to transmit power wirelessly over short distances (few tens of mm). IPT uses 

the mutual inductance (inductive coupling) between two inductors to transmit 

power from one to another. Inductive coupling is a well-studied phenomenon 

and was first proposed by Tesla [1] and has subsequently found use in 

industrial, robotic and biomedical applications. In IPT, both the TX and RX 

are inductors. The TX is excited using a time varying current which produces 

a varying magnetic field. The receiving coil (RX) when placed in this varying 

magnetic field develops an electric potential across its terminals as per 

Faraday‟s law of electromagnetic induction. This electromotive force induced 

in RX powers the load connected to it thereby enabling wireless power 
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transmission from TX to RX.  Since the power transfer is carried out due to 

the mutual inductance between the two coils, this type of coupling is termed as 

inductive coupling. This is a near-field coupling method as there is no 

radiative component. A simple image of an inductively coupled link is shown 

in Figure 1-1. 

Inductive 

coupling

PTransmitted Precieved

TX RX

 

Figure 1-1 Inductive Coupling Scheme 

1.2.2 Capacitive Power Transmission (CPT) 

Wireless power transmission using capacitive coupling is the simplest method 

to transfer power wirelessly. It needs fewer components than an IPT system 

due to the fact that same currents flow through the transmitting and receiving 

side, thereby eliminating the need for separating tuning circuits at the 

transmitting side and receiving side. However, wireless power transfer using 

CPT finds its use in very few applications due its very short range (<10 mm). 

It is used in very few applications for harnessing specific benefits such as 

wireless power transfer through metallic interfaces. The CPT uses the 

capacitive coupling between the TX and RX to transmit power wirelessly. 

Both TX and RX are metal structures (mostly planar) which together form a 

capacitor. By using a pair of TX and RX the CPT can be achieved using the 

scheme shown in Figure 1-2. When TX is powered, the currents are coupled to 

the RX through the capacitor formed by TX and RX.  Two pairs of TX and 

RX are needed to complete the power transfer loop as can be seen in Figure 
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1-2. Similar to the IPT method, the CPT uses near-field coupling and the 

radiation is very minimal, if not absent.  

TX

TX RX

RX

Capacitive Coupling

PTransmitted Precieved

 

Figure 1-2 Capacitive coupling scheme 

1.2.3 Radiative Power Transmission (RPT) 

Wireless Power Transmission through radiated waves is known as Radiative 

Power Transmission (RPT) and it is implemented by simply using a 

transmitting antenna (TX) and a receiving antenna (RX). The radiations from 

TX are absorbed by the RX and the power is rectified and fed to the load. 

Since the radiations travel in all directions and are absorbed by the 

surroundings, it is the most inefficient method to transfer power wirelessly. 

The safety standards on levels of power transmission also limit the power 

transfer capability. However, the longer range provided by the RPT helps 

power remote devices wirelessly and is used in a few satellite and military 

applications [10], [14], [18] and [21]. The RPT scheme is shown in Figure 1-3. 

Both TX and RX are antennas (rectangular patch is shown as example in 

Figure 1-3) and power radiated from TX is received by RX and is rectified to 

power the payload. Since electromagnetic wave carries the energy from TX to 

RX, larger ranges of power transfer are possible than can be achieved using 

IPT and CPT. RPT is predominantly a far field method as the power is carried 

via the radiated fields. 
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Figure 1-3 Radiative Power Transmission Scheme 

1.3 Suitability of WPT schemes to Biomedical implants  

Biomedical implants are artificial devices implanted into humans to perform 

vital functions thereby monitoring or sometimes even replacing faulty organs 

in the body. Such devices are permanently sealed in biocompatible cases and 

are powered using rechargeable batteries. Due to the irreplaceable nature of 

the battery and practical limitations on using wires through skin and tissues, 

wireless power transfer is used to charge the battery from outside the body and 

is known as transcutaneous power transmission. Thus powering implants 

wirelessly provides an aesthetic and convenient means to safely power the 

implant devices and improves the overall reliability of the device. All the three 

aforementioned power transfer methods (IPT, CPT and WPT) can be used to 

power the implant devices. However not all of them are efficient and suitable 

to the biomedical implant application.  

The proper choice of wireless powering method for the biomedical implant 

application is vital. A look at the field patterns generated by TX provides us 

important cues about the suitability of the WPT method to the biomedical 

implant application.   
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Figure 1-4 Electric Field generated by a patch antenna (12.45 mm X 16 mm, 

Rogers5880 substrate, 0.8mm thick), when excited at 4.5 GHz and phase = 0.  

(The plane of the patch is normal to the plane of the paper.) 

First let us consider an RPT system using a patch antenna similar to the one 

shown in Figure 1-3. The electric field generated by the patch antenna (12.45 

mm X 16 mm, 0.8mm thick Rogers‟s 5880 substrate) with a strip line feed 

when excited at 4.5 GHz is shown in Figure 1-4. The fields were simulated 

using High Frequency Signal Simulator (HFSS Version.12).  As can be seen, 

the radiated energy spreads in many directions as the wave travels farther from 

TX and the wave-front expands out. The radiated energy also leaves the 

source (TX) irrespective to whether RX is present or not. Hence the portion of 

power received by the RX is much lesser than the power transmitted at TX 

making it an inefficient power transfer.  Nevertheless, it presents a way to 

transfer power wirelessly over large separations. 

Secondly, let us consider an IPT system with square planar single turn 

inductors replacing the TX and RX shown in Figure 1-1. The magnetic field 

generated by a single turn square planar inductor (8mm sides, 0.8mm trace 

width) on a 0.8mm thick FR4 PCB, when excited at 400 MHz is shown in 

Figure 1-5.  
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Figure 1-5 Magnetic field generated by a single turn square planar inductor(10mm 

sides, 0.2mm trace width, 0.8mm thick FR4 substrate) when excited at 400MHz, 

phase = 0.  

(The plane of the coil is normal to the plane of the paper.) 

As can be seen, the magnetic field lines are very much confined to the space 

close to the coil. It has to be mentioned here that the magnetic energy 

associated with TX stays with it as long as RX is absent. Excluding the coil 

losses in TX, there is no power wastage in the IPT system as long as RX is 

absent. When RX is introduced into the magnetic field generated by TX, only 

then energy is tapped from it. Thus it is more efficient to transfer power using 

IPT. However due to the confined fields, the RX has to be close to TX to have 

efficient power transfer and thus the range of operation is limited.  

Now let us consider a CPT system with square planar patches replacing the 

capacitance plates (TX) shown in Figure 1-2. The electric field generated by a 

pair of 10mmX10mm square patches lying side by side on the same 0.8mm 

thick FR4 substrate (lateral separation is 5mm) when fed with a 500 MHz 

signal is shown in Figure 1-6 (Simulated using HFSS Version.12).  
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Figure 1-6 Electric field generated by a pair of square patches (10mm X 10mm) built 

on a 0.8mm thick FR4 substrate , fed by a 500 MHz source, phase=0.  

(The plane of the patches is normal to the plane of the paper.) 

As can be seen, the fields are very much confined to the patches and the 

electric energy stays with the source unless another pair of plates (RX) is 

brought to tap the energy. Thus CPT presents itself as an efficient means of 

power transfer albeit one limitation that the range has to be very small (due to 

the confined fields) for seamless operation. 

Having looked at the three different power transfer methods, we can gauge the 

suitability of these methods to biomedical implants based on the application 

requirements. Most implant devices need power transfer across skin, fat and 

few tissues with a total range not exceeding few tens of millimetres as have 

been considered in [39]-[52], [58]-[76] and [80]-[87]. The implant device has 

a stringent size restriction and demands a small form-factor power transfer 

system. The losses in the power transfer system cause undesired heating of 

tissues and lesser battery life (at the TX side), thereby strongly demanding 

good Power Transfer Efficiency (PTE).  
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Though RPT can be implemented in a very small form factor, the very low 

efficiency of power transfer makes it unsuitable for the use in biomedical 

implants. The design of efficient, high speed (GHz) rectifiers with large power 

handling capability (100mW) in a small package is another challenging task 

that adds to the already very low efficiency of power transfer in RPT thereby 

ruling out its use in biomedical implants. Few works have been reported on 

using RPT in biomedical implants [94] however with less power transfer 

capability and has been neglected ever since in favour of the near field IPT 

method. For small separations, the near- field power transfer method IPT is 

better posed to transfer power efficiently than the far-field power transfer 

method RPT. The higher efficiency of power transfer, reasonably small size 

implementation and lower frequency of operation (when compared with RPT) 

easily matches the requirements of the biomedical implant application and has 

been the number one choice for transcutaneous power transmission. The CPT 

method has not been used in bio-medical implants due to its large area 

requirement (to get sufficient capacitance) to transfer power without breaching 

the SAR limits [38] and very short range.  However we propose to use CPT 

for specific biomedical applications with small work around in this 

dissertation. Going forward, in this thesis we focus on the IPT and CPT 

methods.  

1.4 Background on WPT for biomedical implants 

Biomedical implants such as cochlear, retinal, neural and artificial hearts are 

mostly powered using transcutaneous transformers which use the principle of 

inductive coupling. The requirements and limitations enforced on the design 

of WPT links vary with the type of the implant application it addresses. Hence 

specific design approaches are used for each type of implants.  

1.4.1 Early works  

Radiative power transfer was one of the foremost methods practically 

demonstrated in transmitting power wirelessly as shown in early works [1]-

[6]. Most of these works were built upon the early idea proposed by Tesla [1]. 

Later works [7]-[17] on wireless power transmission were mainly limited to 
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military, aerospace and satellite applications which served as the primary 

platform for research and development. The commercial use of RPT, even 

though proposed in [17] for domestic power transmission, was not pragmatic 

as hazardous levels of power were needed to be radiated using giant antennas. 

The RPT method evolved a great deal with the invention of integrated circuits 

and started finding some commercial applications with low levels of power 

transmission requirement, the biomedical implant being one of them. Power 

rectifiers were integrated along with the antennas to form a hybrid device 

known as rectennas, which can directly provide rectified power from incident 

RF waves [18-31]. Even on- chip antennas were reported in [32] for WPT at 

94 GHz. Ambient EM waves (from cell phone towers and TV broadcast 

signals) could also be used to harvest energy as has been shown in [33-36]. 

However the power levels obtained using ambient energy harvesting are too 

low to be able to be used for powering implants. Even very recent work [37] 

has reported the use of rectennas in implantable applications, however the 

power transfer capability was limited to 5mW in order to satisfy the SAR 

regulatory level of 1.6 W/Kg proposed by ANSI/IEEE [38]. Such low power 

transfer capability has limited the use of RPT in implantable devices. Thus 

most of the existing works on transcutaneous powering of implants have used 

IPT as a very capable and reliable substitute to RPT. The very first works on 

transcutaneous power transmission using IPT was in the early 1960s with 

main focus on power transfer feasibility across a tissue barrier [39]-[40].  The 

research was furthered by integrating data transfer to the existing 

transcutaneous power link thereby providing a completely wireless implanted 

device [41]. Further research on the use of IPT for transcutaneous powering 

was done and analysis on resonant tuning, increased power transfer capability, 

coil miniaturization, usage of magnetic core, transmitter power control, wide 

band transfer and coupling insensitive power transfer were  carried out by 

various groups from 1965 to 1990 and have been reported in [42] – [52]. 

These works also benefited other industrial applications such as contactless 

powering, decentralized manufacturing and electric vehicle charging and have 

been reported in [53] – [57]. The use of IPT links in three biomedical implant 

applications namely cardio implant, cochlear implant and neural implant is 

discussed below. 
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1.4.2 Cardio implants 

Cardio implants are the very first biomedical implant devices that were used in 

humans to provide vital cardio-vascular functions such as cardiac 

resynchronisation, heart beat stimulation (artificial pacemaker), cardiac 

monitoring and defibrillation. Due to the implanted nature of these devices, 

they are powered in a transcutaneous fashion. Ventricular assist systems and 

artificial hearts were driven using motors that were powered wirelessly 

through IPT and were first developed in Pennsylvania State University [58]. 

Since the motors consume lot of power, the implanted device required more 

than 20W of power for pumping blood artificially. Such huge power transfer 

was achieved using very large coils which were also required to overcome the 

coil misalignment issue. This work was improved by [59] with a pair of 

concave and convex shaped coils that align to each other mechanically. The 

possibility of using series resonance in IPT was evaluated in [60] to better the 

power transfer efficiency. Further improvements on the power transfer front 

were achieved using coil geometry modification in [61], [64] & [66]. The 

effect of near-by metals on the IPT system for the cardiac implant is studied 

and detailed in [62]. Further leakage compensation technique [65] and 

magnetic core usage ([63] & [68]) were reported for improving IPT in cardiac 

implant applications. Analysis of currents and heating of the nearby tissues 

due to the use of IPT for artificial heart systems were reported in [67] and 

[69]. Dual transmission of power and data for artificial heart was reported in 

recent work [70] with a total power transfer of 40.8W with series 

compensation of the transmitting and receiving coils. Ventricular assist device 

which consumes lesser power (8W) than an artificial heart has been shown to 

be powered using IPT with a use of high quality factor resonators that improve 

the power transfer efficiency drastically in [71] and this work remains the 

bench mark for the wireless power transmission in a cardiac implant device.  

1.4.3 Cochlear implants 

Cochlear implants help restore hearing ability in humans who suffer from 

profound deafness by stimulating the acoustic nerve. These devices are 

implanted deep inside the cochlea and there can as many as 24 electrodes [72] 
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which are placed on the acoustic nerve. By proper stimulation of the 

electrodes, a rudimentary perception of speech and music can be achieved. 

The sound from the environment is picked up by a microphone which then 

feeds the speech processing engine that drives the electrodes with appropriate 

signals which will be carried by the acoustic nerve to the brain, where the 

perception of speech produced. The earliest works [72]-[73] on powering such 

implanted cochlear stimulator device wirelessly were reported in early 1980s. 

Up to 4 electrodes were powered in a transcutaneous fashion using resonant 

tuned inductive coupling and it paved way for complete isolation of the 

implant device. An improved version of the cochlear implant with 

transcutaneous transfer of both power and data was demonstrated in [75] using 

inductive coupling, which by now has become the main stream method for 

powering implants. The power consumption required by the implant was 

reported at 45mW with complete wireless data and stimulation functionality. 

With advancement in CMOS technology and circuits, later works [76-77] 

redesigned the stimulators and power rectifier units to reduce the overall 

power consumption of the implant device, thereby reducing the burden on 

inductive power link and extending the battery life at the external power 

transmission unit. Recent work [78] provides a glimpse into the use of MEMS 

based energy harvesters to power cochlear implants. Latest works on cochlear 

implants [79] and [80] have further focussed on reducing the power 

consumption on the stimulator by using energy recycling and improving the 

overall design of the implant using redesigned electrode placement 

respectively with power levels less than 15mW required for proper operation 

of the device.  

1.4.4 Neural implants 

Neural implants are used to stimulate nerves, record nerve/brain signals and 

control neural prosthesis. Neural implant devices are classified into two types, 

the recording type and the stimulating type. The neural recording systems 

acquire the complex action potential generated by the nerves and they mainly 

comprise of a neural electrode to pick up and a low noise amplifier to amplify 

the signals. The neural stimulating system will comprise of the stimulating 
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electrodes and a charge balanced current driver to drive current to the 

electrodes and consumers more power than a recording system. The earliest 

neural implant devices to adopt the IPT based wireless power transmission 

systems are reported in [81] and [82]. Improvements were made in the 

electrode, amplifier design and back channel telemetry to reduce the overall 

power consumption of the implant device [83] - [85]. The various aspects of 

inductively powering neural implant devices were first analysed and a design 

guide for transcutaneous powering of implant devices for neural implant was 

first reported in [86]. A completely new approach to harvest energy from the 

chemical processes in human body is reported in [87]. However the power 

harvested is not sufficient enough to power a complete neural implant with 

back channel telemetry. The first demonstration of a completely implanted 

multi-channel neural stimulator with transcutaneous power and data transfer is 

presented in [88]. The power consumption was less than 50 mW at the implant 

side to drive 64 electrode sites with data signals transferred at the rate of 

2.5Mb/s. The power consumption for the neural recording system was further 

lowered by use of ultra-low power neural amplifiers, impedance modulation 

based telemetry, selective spike transmission, analog/digital data compression 

and  time multiplexing of operational amplifiers as shown in [89]-[90] and 

[92] . The effect of packaging the neural recording device and long term 

stability and longevity of the implant device in tissue environment is studied 

and detailed in [91] & [93]. Integrating the implant antenna on the flexible 

substrate for transcutaneous power transmission in neural implant is reported 

in [94] with on chip RF- DC conversion at 400MHz. The power transfer 

capability in this method was limited to 21 mW due to the inefficiency 

inherent in RPT. Recent works are looking at passive antennas implanted on 

the nerve with back scattering signals carrying the nerve potentials [95]. 

Though no animal testing results are available, a case for such neural 

recording systems has been made. A completely low power neural recording 

system with wireless power transfer has been reported in [96] and consumes 

power as low as 6mW. This work remains as the bench mark for neural 

recording systems till date.  
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Similarly IPT for retinal implants have also been reported in many works [97]-

[100]. Recent work [101] has reported the usage of four coils for wireless 

power transfer to the retinal implant. Summarising, from the existing literature 

it is well documented that the IPT links are predominantly used in biomedical 

implant applications for transcutaneous powering. The power requirement and 

size of the implant devices are shown in Table 1-1 

Implant  Operating 

Power 

Range Implant coil 

dimension 

method 

Cardio 15mW – 20W* 10mm - 25mm <400 mm
2 

IPT 

Cochlear <15mW 10mm - 25mm <100 mm
2
 IPT 

Neural <20mW 5mm - 25mm <100 mm
2
 IPT 

Retinal <50mW 20mm - 25mm <64 mm
2
 IPT 

Table 1-1 Summary of the biomedical implant requirements from existing works [39] 

– [101] 

1.5 Research Objective 

Almost all of the biomedical implants today use inductively coupled links to 

transfer power wirelessly. Out of the many works that report IPT for 

biomedical implant application [39]-[52] and [58]-[101], only a hand few of 

them ([41], [49], [51], [61], [70], [73] and [101]) have focussed on optimizing 

the power link. Recent works on IPT link optimisation [110], [111] and [122] 

have focussed on maximising the quality factor of the coils at a given 

frequency of operation and using high Q coils to overcome the loading of TX 

coil. Since there is the option to choose the topology of IPT link, its frequency 

of operation and matching load, we see that the optimization carried out in 

these works have definite scope for improvement. The PTE which is the key 

metric in IPT links can be definitely improved if further optimizations are 
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carried and we proceed in that direction to obtain key results that will be 

presented in this thesis. The other main issues with coil misalignment [129] 

and motion artifacts which are unavoidable in biomedical implants have not 

been addressed in a satisfactory fashion. Works like [59] resort to mechanical 

design to overcome misalignment at the cost of space and aesthetics. We focus 

on addressing these two key issues for better usability of IPT in biomedical 

implants. Hence we adhere to two key objectives shown below. 

A. To improve the PTE of inductively coupled WPT links and overcome 

the challenges posed by the biomedical implant application.   

B.  To analyse and propose alternative method (CPT) for efficiently 

powering biomedical implants. 

1.6 Original Contributions 

The original contributions that will be presented in this dissertation are listed 

below 

A. Complete analysis of the IPT links with series and parallel resonant 

topologies and accurate closed form expressions for PTE (both resonant and 

non-resonant) are derived and verified experimentally. The Concept of 

boundary frequency that separates the series and parallel resonant topologies 

in IPT has been identified, presented and verified experimentally 

B. Proposal has been made to use optimal load and frequency to achieve the 

ultimate limit on PTE. The closed form expressions for optimal load and 

maximum PTE are derived and verified experimentally. Step by step 

procedure to maximize the PTE between two coils is presented with an 

example. 

C. Proposal has been made to use a passive intermediate coil to overcome the 

issue of coil misalignment and motion artifact in transcutaneous power links 

used for biomedical implants. Complete modelling of the IPT link with 

intermediate coil is presented with closed form expression for PTE which is 

verified experimentally 
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D. Numerical method for computing the mutual inductance between two coils 

that have both linear and angular misalignment is developed. A method to 

position the intermediate coil optimally for PTE improvement based on the 

root locus charts is shown. 

E. Proposal to use CPT links for beneath-the-skin implant application is made. 

Modeling of CPT links with closed form expressions for PTE based on 

physical link dimensions and inclusion of tissue losses has been done. The 

presented results are verified experimentally.  

1.7 Organisation of the Thesis 

Chapter 1 gives a brief overview of the wireless power transfer methods, their 

suitability for use in biomedical implants and the scope & objectives of the 

work that will be presented in this thesis.  Chapter 2 provides a complete 

analysis of the IPT method and presents ways to maximize the PTE. Newer 

link designs using the research findings are compared with existing works. 

Chapter 3 presents a novel IPT link design method to overcome misalignment 

and motion artifact issues which contribute to the poor performance of 

transcutaneous power links with a theoretical model that is verified using 

experimental results. Chapter 4 discusses the CPT method and proposes its 

possible use in biomedical implant. Chapter 5 concludes the research work 

presented in this thesis and the suggestions for furthering this research has 

been made. 
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 Maximizing efficiency of inductive Chapter  2:

power transfer links 

2.1 Introduction to WPT using inductive power transmission  

Inductive power transfer is being used in numerous applications for 

transferring power wirelessly as has been discussed earlier. Biomedical 

applications such as cochlear, neural, cardiac and retinal implants use 

inductive coupling for transferring power wirelessly and numerous works [39-

99] have reported their use. Electric vehicles [56] & [102], industrial systems 

[53], [55] & [103], lighting [104] and robotics [54] are other domains where 

inductive power transfer has become a common phenomenon. In applications 

such as biomedical implants, the inductive links are loosely coupled owing to 

the large separation between the coils and the presence of tissues. The sizes of 

the coils are limited by the strict form factor requirements for medical 

implants.  However in applications such as wireless chargers for mobile 

devices, the devices are placed on a charging pad/console to provide better 

coupling.  Also the size constraints are liberal as compared with biomedical 

implants.  

Inductive links are thus designed for a variety of applications each with a 

different set of requirements (both physical and electrical) and the design of 

such inductive power links requires diligent analysis and optimization that 

caters to specific application needs. To be specific, the biomedical implant 

application demands far more stringent norms on the design of the power 

transfer link that the design has to be meticulously thought out. In this chapter 

we present the design methodology behind efficient wireless power transfer 

based on a detailed analysis.  

The main parameter that quantifies an inductive power link is its PTE and it is 

one of the main design objectives. The efficiency can be improved by using 

magnetic resonant technique in the receiving coil and was first proposed by 

Tesla [1]. From the plethora of existing literatures on design and optimization 

of wireless inductive power links, we find that almost all of them use the shunt 
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resonant technique to transfer power efficiently and most of the design and 

optimization efforts have been directed towards this method.  

The shunt resonant method provides a larger voltage swing that aids the 

rectifier circuitry. The series resonant method provides more current than 

voltage and hence places more design constraint on the rectifier circuitry.  

This justifies the predominant use of shunt resonant method. Matching 

networks can be used to overcome this drawback in series resonant circuit. 

However, it brings extra cost, space and power loss in the network. It is 

difficult to afford space for matching networks in applications such as 

biomedical implants which have stringent size norms though there are many 

other applications where additional space is not a real issue. If at all the series 

resonant method has to be adopted for biomedical implants, it should present 

some valiant advantages over the shunt method to trade for the cost and space 

requirements.  

We analyse the series and shunt resonant methods generically to draw 

comparison between the two and identify any such advantages. We identified 

that the power transfer efficiency of both the methods bettered each other in a 

range of frequencies in which the link is operated. In fact there is a frequency 

boundary between the two methods where each one is dominant. We call this 

frequency the cross over frequency (fc) and is shown to be 
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)   

( 2.1) 

Where Rl is the load, Ls/Lp is the secondary/primary inductance, Rs/Rp are the 

effective loss resistance of the secondary/primary coils. The series resonant 

method has a better power transfer efficiency than its shunt counterpart when 

the frequency of operation is above fc and vice versa. The predominant use of 

low frequency of operation (at most in the MHz range) in wireless power 

transfer has been favouring the shunt resonant method consistent with its 

ubiquitous use. With recent advancements in the study of biomedical implants, 
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it has been proved that it is safer and more efficient to transfer power at the 

sub GHz to low GHz range [105-106] and it opens up the possibility of using 

series resonant method as it can provide a better PTE than its shunt 

counterpart at high frequencies. In fact the series resonant method has some 

inherent advantages like better response to fluctuations in coupling coefficient 

and the ability to operate with smaller loads (suitable for RF circuits matched 

to 50 ohm) as will be shown later from the analysis.  

At this juncture, there are now the possibilities of two methods which can be 

used for WPT using inductive coupling, each with this own advantages and 

disadvantages. There is a clear need to identify which method to resort to, 

given an application requirement. This should be seen in the light of the fact 

that the load, frequency of operation, and the size of the coils are different for 

various applications, not to mention the varied methods of inductor realization. 

We address this problem by devising a method to identify the apt resonant 

method based on a detailed analysis. We resort to analysing the inductive links 

using an equivalent circuit model of inductors thereby making the results 

applicable to most inductor realizations and is explained in later section.  We 

use the results of our analysis to identify which method (or topology as we 

will refer to from here on) to use for a given power link (frequency of 

operation, load and coils are given) based on the efficiency of operation. We 

identify the frequency range in which each topology can be used and verify it 

experimentally using a set of planar coils fabricated on a PCB. We also 

address the misconception behind the use of resonant tuning in the context of 

wireless power links and identify its limitations. The reasoning behind the 

anomaly in certain cases where resonant tuning is not optimal has been 

provided both theoretically and verified using simulations from HFSS & ADS.  

We further our research to identifying the optimal load and optimal frequency 

of operation for a given link thereby answering the ultimate question, “Given a 

pair of coils and their orientation in space, is there a maximum efficiency of 

power transfer from one coil structure to another across all loads, frequency of 

operation and types of resonance. If so how can it be achieved?” This result 

can go a long way in improving the efficiency of existing and new power 
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transfer links by adopting the concept of optimal load, optimal frequency of 

operation and dominant type of resonant tuning. We show using an example 

how to arrive at the maximum efficiency of power transfer and verify the 

results using simulation results from HFSS.  

2.2 Inductive Power Transfer Topologies 

Inductive coupled links use mutual inductance between the primary and 

secondary coils to transfer power.  

 

Figure 2-1 The SS and SP topologies used in IPT 

The efficiency of the power transfer and the magnitude of the power 

transferred to the load can be improved using resonant tuning [107-113] and 

matching techniques [108] at the primary and secondary respectively. Based 

on the type of resonance (series/parallel) used in the secondary side and the 

type of compensation (series/parallel) used in the primary side, four different 

topologies can be formulated. For convenience, the four topologies can be 

represented as SS/SP/PS/PP, where the first alphabet denotes the type of 

compensation in the primary side and the second alphabet denotes the type of 

resonance used in the secondary side. It should also be mentioned that the type 

of resonance in the secondary alone influences the power transfer efficiency 

irrespective of the type of the primary compensation used and has been shown 

in our previous work [114].  Hence we will analyse the SS and SP topology 
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alone as shown in Figure 2-1 and the results also apply to PS and PP topology 

respectively.  

2.3 Power Transfer Efficiency of Inductively coupled link 

The power transferred from the primary side is dissipated in the primary and 

secondary coil and the rest of the power is delivered to the load. The ratio of 

power delivered to the load to the total power input to the primary coil is 

defined as the Power Transfer Efficiency (PTE).  In [107-108], transformer 

topologies are compared without considering the effect of secondary coil loss 

in the effective loading of primary side. Thus the result pertain only to 

transformers and does not hold true for either applications that use coils with 

low quality factors or when the load is sufficiently small.   
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The power transfer efficiency can be computed by modelling the secondary 

side as an equivalent load for the primary side and using the principle of 

power sharing. The secondary side can be modelled as reflected impedance on 

the primary side for the purpose of our analysis. The secondary impedance as 

reflected to the primary side can be shown as in (2.2) and (2.3). 
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Based on the principle of power sharing, the total PTE of the two topologies 

can be computed as  
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For now we will assume the fact that resonance maximizes efficiency of 

inductive power links as followed in [109-113] and derive the efficiency 

expression under resonance conditions. We will validate this assumption and 

in fact identify cases where this assumption fails in the next section. We can 

show that under resonant tuning conditions, the efficiency expressions reduce 

to 
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2.4 Experimental Verification 

We chose to fabricate square planar inductors (Figure 2-2) on PCB to verify 

the efficiency expressions experimentally as it is cheapest and quickest way to 

realize inductors. The geometry of the fabricated inductors is shown in Table 

2-1.  

 Primary Coil Secondary Coil 

Number of turns 20 11 

Internal diameter 10 mm 10 mm 

External diameter 49 mm 20.4 mm 

Width of trace 0.5 mm 0.2 mm 

Pitch of the spiral 1 mm 0.5 mm 

L effective 12.8 µH 2.84 µH 

R effective 4.47 Ω 2.80 Ω 

Q Factor 53.9 19.11 

Coupling (k) 0.173 

Table 2-1 Geometry and measured parameters (at 3MHz) of the coil used to validate 

the analysis 

The values of the effective inductance and series resistance of the coils were 

extracted from the measured one-port S parameter using the network analyzer 

(HP8753D). The two coils were then stacked together and separated by a 

distance of 10 mm using spacers as shown in Figure 2-3. The coupling 

coefficient was measured using the two-port S parameters obtained from the 

aligned coil system. The values of the parameters extracted from measurement 
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at 3MHz are also provided in Table 2-1. The efficiency expressions were 

computed using MATLAB for the measured parameters for frequencies from 

1 MHz to 7 MHz and two different loads (50 ohm, 100 ohm) using (2.6) &  

(2.7). The efficiency values in (2.6) & (2.7) were actually evaluated by 

substituting the measured parameters (Self-inductance, resistance and mutual 

inductance) of the coil which were obtained using a network analyzer 

(HP8753D) as shown in Table 2-1. To verify the calculated efficiencies 

experimentally, the same set up shown in Figure 2-3 was used and the primary 

side was powered using an analog signal generator (Agilent E8257D) and the 

secondary side was connected to an oscilloscope (HP 54616C). The power 

drawn from the source and power delivered to the load were measured at 

tuned resonant frequencies from 1 MHz to 7 MHz after accounting for the 

input reflection at the primary side.  

 

Figure 2-2 The square planar inductors fabricated on PCB used in the experimental 

verification of the PTE of IPT system 

The efficiency was then computed as a ratio of received power to the 

transmitted power. The experiment was repeated for two different loads (50 

ohm and 100 ohm). The computed efficiency (specified as MATLAB) is 

compared with the measured efficiency values. From the graphs shown in 

Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5, it can be seen that the results agree well with each 

other. The very accurate prediction of the efficiency is due to the usage of 
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measured values of the coils in evaluating (2.6) & (2.7) which were in-turn 

derived without making approximations. 

 

Figure 2-3 Experimental set up used for PTE measurement.  

  

Figure 2-4 Comparison of power transfer efficiency between measurements and 

calculation for SP topology 
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Figure 2-5 Comparison of efficiency between measurements and calculation for SS 

topology tuned for maximum efficiency 

2.5 Limitations of Resonant Tuning 

We go back to the topic of resonant tuning which we used to maximize the 

efficiency in the previous section. The use of resonant tuning has been 

misunderstood in the context of inductive power links. Many prior works 

[109-113] take for granted that resonance is an absolute necessity to maximize 

power efficiency. In fact this assumption is valid for almost all wireless power 

links and might never fail for most applications. Though it can be considered 

as a parasitic case in the context of wireless power links, it is nevertheless 

required to point out the possibility of a non-resonant link operating more 

efficiently than the resonant one when the coupling is very strong and the 

parallel resonant topology is used.  

We explain this anomaly by referring to (2.2) and (2.3) for the reflected 

impedance of the secondary side on the primary side of the link. We see that 

for SS topology the imaginary part of the reflected impedance is zero at 

resonance irrespective of the coupling coefficient. This is not true with the SP 

topology as it presents a capacitive load to the primary side at resonance and it 
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vanishes only under low coupling conditions (typically k<0.25). Thus the SP 

topology under strong coupling conditions requires a coupling dependent 

tuning method and resonance does not clearly maximize the power transfer 

efficiency.  

To explain this mathematically and identify the criterion for maximum 

efficiency in this scenario, we maximize the efficiency expressions with 

respective to the secondary capacitor Cs. We obtain the capacitances that 

maximize the efficiency for the SS and SP topology as follows 
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Where Qp and Qs are the quality factors of the primary and secondary coils at 

the frequency of operation defined by  
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It is clearly evident from (2.8) and (2.9) that SS topology has maximum 

efficiency at resonance irrespective of the nature of coupling and the SP 

topology has maximum efficiency when the secondary side is non-resonating. 

When the coupling becomes weak, the expression in (2.9) reduces to the 

resonance mode of operation. 
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Figure 2-6 Simulation set in HFSS 

We simulated two planar spiral inductors as shown in Figure 2-6 using HFSS. 

We extracted the inductance and resistance of the coils at different frequencies 

and fed them into ADS (circuit model) which carried out the efficiency 

calculations for the two choices of tuning capacitors as given in (2.8) and (2.9) 

to obtain the graph shown in Figure 2-7. It can be seen from Figure 2-7 that 

non resonant tuning method as proposed by (2.9) has a better efficiency than 

the shunt resonant tuning method.  The improvement in efficiency from shunt 

resonant to shunt non resonant mode is significant only when the coupling is 

strong (k > 0.25). Most of the inductive power transfer links have coupling 

coefficients typically less than 0.25 and hence for all practical purposes we 

can assume that the resonant tuning will maximize efficiency which justifies 

the ubiquitous use of resonant tuning in today‟s power links. Thus it is 

required to keep in mind for future applications that the non-resonant tuning 

will be able to provide better efficiency than the resonant tuning method for 

tightly coupled circuits.  
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Figure 2-7 Comparison of efficiencies obtained using resonant tuning and the 

proposed tuning method simulated using HFSS and ADS. 

2.6 Topology Selection for fixed load 

For a given application, there is a need to identify which topology operates 

more efficiently. We compare the efficiencies of the series and parallel 

resonant power transfer methods in this section to identify under what 

conditions does one method out performs the other. We infer the following 

from the analysis. The efficiency increases sharply with frequency for the SS 

topology. This is justified from (2.6 as the dominant term in the denominator 

reduces as the square of frequency. For the SP topology, the efficiency has a 

local maximum with respect to frequency and hence the efficiency dies down 

at higher frequencies. From these two inferences, we conjuncture the existence 

of frequency boundary between the topologies, that specifies which topology 

outperforms the other at a particular frequency of interest.  

2.7 Cross over Frequency (fc) 

By comparing the maximum efficiency of the SS and SP topology for the 

same choice of coils, it can be shown that the frequency at which both the 

topologies have the same efficiency is given by  
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We call this the cross over frequency (fc). When the operating frequency is 

larger than the cross over frequency (fc), the SS topology provides a higher 

efficiency than the SP topology and vice versa. It is to be noted that the Rp and 

Rs that are used in (2.12 are frequency dependent quantities. However the ratio 

of Rp and Rs does not change much with frequency and hence the ratio can be 

theoretically evaluated at any standard frequency and substituted in (2.12) to 

find the cross over frequency.  

   
  

    
    

(2.13) 

Thus we can infer from (2.12) that series resonant method is more efficient for 

smaller loads and high frequency of operation whereas parallel resonant 

method works well for larger loads and low frequency of operation. When the 

inductive link is loosely coupled (k<<1), the cross over frequency reduces to 

the expression provided in [107]. The cross over frequency in (2.12) applies 

only to a special case of loosely coupled coils and is not independent of the 

coupling coefficient k as claimed in that literature. In order to verify (2.12), the 

two fabricated planar square spiral coils shown in Figure 2-2 were 

characterized to obtain their inductance, series resistance and coupling at a 

fixed separation of 10 mm. We then made measurements on efficiency after 

using proper tuning circuits at the secondary side by following the same 

procedure as has been mentioned in previous section. The frequency was 

swept from 1 MHz to 8 MHz for two different loads (50 ohm and 100 ohm) to 

obtain the cross over frequency. The cross over frequency was then obtained 

by modelling the inductive link in HFSS and the abstracted parameters are fed 

into its equivalent circuit model in ADS to obtain the simulated efficiencies. 

The cross-over frequency was then calculated using the theoretical model 

[115-117] for inductors on PCB using MATLAB. Figure 2-8 shows the 
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comparison of cross over frequencies for two different loads. It can be seen the 

results correlate well with each other.  

 

Figure 2-8 Experimental verification of the expression for cross over frequency for 

two different loads 

Thus given a pair of inductors, the most efficient topology can be chosen by 

computing the cross over frequency and comparing it with the frequency of 

operation. The predominant use of low frequency of operation in implants had 

favoured the SP topology and hence the SS topology has not been considered 

so far as a viable method to transfer power in earlier works. With the push 

towards high frequency operation in wireless power links, it is imperative that 

SS topology can provide better efficient links in the foreseeable future. Also 

from (2.6), we can see that for the SS topology with smaller loads the 

dominant term in the denominator is the second term and hence the efficiency 

fluctuations with respect to changes in coupling coefficient are smaller than its 

parallel counterpart. 

2.8 Optimal load 

The concept of cross over frequency was presented in the previous section and 

it is noticeable that the choice of topology depends on the load impedance 

used. In application where the load impedance is fixed and matching networks 

cannot be implemented (due to cost/space constraints), the cross over 

frequency presents a very simple method to identify the dominant topology. 
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However in applications where there is freedom to choose a load, the topology 

selection problem becomes difficult as we can choose a load in favour of 

either topologies and hence left with the question of which topology to use 

under any loading conditions. We address this scenario as follows. The 

efficiency is a function of load impedance as is evident from (2.6) and (2.7). 

This raises a question, whether the efficiency can be furthered by proper 

choice (if allowed to be chosen) of an optimal load. In applications where the 

load can be chosen or matched to maximize the power transfer efficiency, we 

strive to find out the optimal load for both the topologies and we compare the 

efficiency between the two topologies under optimal loading conditions.  The 

optimal load for the series and shunt resonant topologies can be computed as   
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Surprisingly, the efficiency expressions for the optimized load for both the 

topologies take the same form as shown in (2.16). 
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(2.16) 

The values of r for the two topologies are given in (2.17) and (2.18). We used 

the simulation setup similar to the one in Figure 2-6 however with a separation 

of 10 mm between the coils and extracted its equivalent circuit parameters.  
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These were used to compute the power transfer efficiency using the 

experimentally verified expression in (2.6) and (2.7) for loads varying from 

1/5
th

 to 2.5 times of optimal load and for frequencies ranging from 4 to 10 

MHz. The maximum efficiency operating points for the above curves were 

then theoretically computed using ((2.16) - (2.18)) by using the extracted 

parameter values from HFSS (shown as ((16) + HFSS) are plotted in Figure 

2-9 and Figure 2-10 .  

The maximum efficiency points corresponding to optimized loads for each 

frequency matches well with corresponding computed values from (2.16) as 

can be seen from graphs. It can be seen from the graphs that the optimal load 

increases with frequency for a given pair of coils for both the topologies. 

However if we keep increasing the frequency of operation, the efficiency will 

drop to zero near the self-resonant frequency of the coil. It should also be 

noted that the efficiency is relatively stable with changes in the load when the 

frequency of operation is high and hence we infer that the high frequency 

wireless links are relatively robust to load variations than its low frequency 

counter parts. 
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Figure 2-9 Graph of Efficiency versus Load for the SS topology 

 

Figure 2-10.Graph of Efficiency versus Load for the SS topology 
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Having obtained optimized loads for both the topologies, we compare their 

efficiencies under optimal loading conditions. We now compute the factor T 

defined as  

     
      

      

(2.19) 

It can be shown that T < 0 for all frequencies of operation leading to an 

important result that, “With optimized loads, the SS topology always 

outperforms the SP topology.” However for weakly coupled the efficiencies of 

the series and shunt resonant topologies under optimal loading conditions are 

almost the same with the former slightly higher than the latter. 

  (
       

      
) (
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(2.20) 

 

 

Figure 2-11 Power transfer efficiency versus load (normalized to optimal load) 

To verify this important result, we simulate the efficiencies for the same pair 

of coils under different coupling conditions in HFSS and the results are shown 

in Figure 2-11. For weakly coupled links with optimized loads both the series 
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and shunt resonant topologies have nearly equal efficiencies and as coupling 

increases the dominance of the series resonant topology is very prominent as 

evident from the graph in Figure 2-11, which shows the efficiencies for 

various loads under different coupling conditions.  

Thus given a link with a freedom to choose the load, SS topology needs to be 

selected for strongly coupled coils and for weakly coupled links both the 

topologies operate at the same efficiency and the topology needs to be chosen 

based on the specific advantages suitable for a particular application. 

2.9 Optimal Frequency of Operation 

With all the analysis in place, we try to answer whether there is an optimal 

frequency of power transfer between two coils with an optimal load and 

dominant topology. The optimal frequency of operation however depends on 

the type of fabrication used to realize the inductor and hence no generic closed 

form expression for optimal frequency of operation can be provided. We 

proceed as follows. First we know from earlier sections that the SS topology is 

more efficient than SP topology. Thus the optimal frequency of operation is 

that frequency which maximizes the power transfer efficiency of SS topology. 

From (2.16), using basic algebra we can show that maximizing the PTE is 

equal to maximizing the objective function g shown below. If g is maximized, 

the efficiency in (2.16) is also maximized for a given coupling between the 

coils.  

 ( )    ( )  (  )      

(2.21) 

Thus the optimal frequency of operation reduces to that frequency which 

maximizes the product of quality factors of the coils. The quality factors of the 

coils can be obtained by evaluating the inductance and resistance of the coils 

at different frequencies using the appropriate theoretical model for the 

inductors. For square planar inductors the closed form expressions can be used 

from [115, ((2)], [116, ((5)], [117, ((6-8)] and [118, ch.4.10.1]. 
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All the aforementioned work makes use of the inductor parameter values 

(inductance and self-resistance) and mutual inductances which were either 

measured using a network analyzer or simulated using HFSS. However 

theoretical modelling of the coils for square planar PCB realization can also be 

used to obtain the inductor parameters and we refer to [115, ((2)], [116, ((5)], 

[117, ((6-8)] and [118, ch.4.10.1] for a completely theoretical approach.  

The models are accurate for operating frequencies away from the self-resonant 

frequency of the coil and since the wireless power transfer links operate away 

from the self-resonant frequency of the coil(so that Q factor is large), the 

models are applicable. The accuracy of the aforementioned models of 

inductors resulted in an error < 5% for the wireless power transfer efficiency, 

which can be acceptable for engineering applications.  

 

Figure 2-12 Comparison of Efficiency values by evaluating (6) using inductor 

parameters from models and measurement 

 The comparison between the results obtained using models and using the 

measured values of the coil parameters has been done by evaluating (2.6) and 

(2.7) as shown in Figure 2-12 and Figure 2-13. The coils used for this 

comparison study were 16 turn square planar inductors fabricated on a FR4 

PCB, with an internal diameter of 7mm and an external diameter of 25.4mm. 
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The pitch of the inductor spiral was 0.6mm and the trace width of the coil was 

0.2mm. The primary and secondary coils are assumed to be identical and 

separated by a distance of 10mm.      

 

Figure 2-13 Comparison of Efficiency values by evaluating (6) using inductor 

parameters from models and measurement 

2.10 Ultimate limit on Power Transfer Efficiency 

Given a pair of coils and their orientation in space, it is now possible using 

((2.14) to (2.21)) to calculate the maximum efficiency of operation from one 

coil to another across all loads, topology and frequency of operation. To 

demonstrate this, we consider a pair of identical single turn square spiral 

inductors built on a FR4 substrate (Figure 2-14) with external size of 3 mm 

and has a one ounce (35 um thickness) copper trace with width of 200 um 

separated from each other by an axial distance of 7 mm. To arrive at the 

ultimate limit on power transfer efficiency, we follow the four steps shown 

below. 

Step 1: Identify the optimal frequency of operation 
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The models for the inductors in Figure 2-14 are extracted from our earlier 

work [119]. The function g(f) in (2.21) is maximized to obtain the optimal 

operation frequency as 3.01GHz. 

Step 2: Topology identification 

Since small single turn inductors have very low inductance and since their 

separation is larger than their dimensions, the coupling is very weak and based 

on our inference in VI, both SS and SP topology would operate at the same 

efficiency. Hence we can choose either of the topologies, and we will proceed 

with the use of SS topology.  

Step 3: Optimal Load. 

The optimal load at 3.01 GHz for SS topology is then computed using (2.17) 

as 2.1 ohm. 

Step 4: The maximum efficiency 

The maximum efficiency is then simply computed from (2.16) as 35.67%. The 

resonating capacitance for the SS topology is computed for 3.01 GHz as 

0.37pF.  

 

Figure 2-14 Example structure chosen for Efficiency maximization 
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The maximum efficiency versus frequency curve was then simulated using 

HFSS and ADS as for this link structure and is shown in Figure 2-15. It can be 

seen that the optimal frequency of operation obtained by maximizing the 

function (2.21) is in the vicinity of 3 GHz and it coincides with the maximal 

efficiency obtained using simulations, thereby verifying the result (2.21).  

 

Figure 2-15 Optimal frequency of power transfer, comparison between theoretical 

prediction and HFSS simulations 

We now summarize that, for the structure given in Figure 2-14, the most 

efficient (35.67%) way to transfer power from one coil structure to another is 

to connect a series resonating capacitor of 0.37 pF to either coils and 

terminating or matching the receiving coil to 2.1 ohm and operating the link at 

a frequency of 3.01 GHz.   

2.11 Application to Biomedical Implants 

In this chapter we will showcase the results on the performance of wireless 

power transfer links built by applying our findings in this chapter and compare 

them with existing works. We will consider neural implant application and 

build IPT links for them and compare them with existing state of the art links. 

The Neural implants can be classified into two main types. There are ones 

used for recording neural data from brain and there are others used to record 
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data from/stimulate nerves directly and we will call them Neural Implant-1 

(NI-1) and Neural Implant -2 (NI-2) respectively.  The NI-1 allows more area 

(300 mm
2
) as the implant is placed over the skull beneath the scalp. For NI-2 

application, the size constraint is stringent as the limbs where the implants are 

housed do not have such large area and the size is limited to 100 mm
2
. The 

concept of wirelessly powering the neural implant (NI-1) is shown in Figure 

2-16 

 

Figure 2-16 The IPT link used in neural implants.  

The optimal link design for the neural implants NI-1 and NI-2 were carried out 

based on our findings in earlier section. The PTE results are compared with 

best case results from existing literature on IPT link optimization [111] & 

[122]. The PTE were simulated using HFSS with appropriate tissue models.  It 

can be clearly seen from Table 2-2 that topology selection, frequency and load 

optimization based on our findings have improved the PTE of IPT links 

significantly. For the case of NI-2 implant it can be seen the power transfer 

efficiency can be bettered with a coil 36% smaller in size to the one reported 

in [111]. For the case of NI-1 implant it can be seen that the PTE can be 

bettered [122] (even with the tissues losses accounted) with a 34% smaller 

implanted coil.  
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Link Design and Specifications 

(for 10mm Separation) 
PTE (%) 

Our Approach 

NI – 1 design (Implant coil) 

Dimension= 250mm
2
, planar 

Trace width = 0.2 mm 

Pitch = 0.5 mm 

No of turns = 12 

Frequency of operation = 10 MHz 

Optimal load used (19 ohm) 

Method: Series resonant topology 

Tissue Losses Included : Yes 

 

82% 

NI-2 design: (Implant Coil) 

Implant coil 2= 64 mm
2
,planar  

Trace width = 0.1 mm 

Pitch = 0.2 mm 

No of turns = 13 

Frequency of operation = 21 MHz 

Optimal load used (11 ohm) 

Method : Series resonant topology 

Tissue Losses Included: Yes 

52.6 % 

U.M. Jow & M. 

Ghovanloo [111] 

NI-1 design: 

Not Available 
 

NI-2 design: (Implant Coil) 

Implant coil = 100mm
2
,planar 

Trace width = 0.2 mm 

Pitch = 0.35mm 

Frequency of operation = 13.56 MHz 

Load = 500 Ohm 

Method: Parallel resonant topology 

Tissue Losses Included: Yes 

 

51.8% 

A.K. 

RamRakhyani, S. 

Mirabbasi, C. Mu 

[122] 

NI-1 design: (Implant Coil) 

Implant coil = 380mm
2
, wire wound. 

Trace width = 0.1 mm 

Pitch = 0.2mm 

Frequency of operation = 13.56 MHz 

Load = 5.6 Ohm 

Method: four coil topology 

Tissue losses included : NO 

< 80% 

NI-2 design:  

Not Available 

 

 

Table 2-2 Comparison of IPT link designs for the neural implant application 
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2.12 Experimental results in tissue environment 

The testing of PTE using pork meat was carried out separately using IPT links 

described in Table 2-1 with a 10mm separation between the TX and RX at 

3MHz. The power transfer efficiency measured (57.6%) was close to the 

simulation results (59%) obtained using dry fat tissue models in HFSS. The 

experimental set up for PTE measurement with pork meat is as shown in 

Figure 2-17.  

 

Figure 2-17 PTE measurement with pork meat  

 

Figure 2-18 The cadaver head experiment for transcutaneous power transfer. 

The RX coil designed for NI-2 implant as shown in Table 2-2 was tested in a 

cadaver head at the National University Hospital, whilst operating at 10MHz 

with a separation of 15 mm between the implant coil and transmitting coil as 
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shown in Figure 2-18. The power transfer efficiency was measured at 40% 

under normal conditions and during worst case misalignment (25mm 

separation, 45 degree angular misalignment) was measured at 16%. The 

experiment was conducted as a part of collaboration between NUS, NUH and 

University Eye Hospital Tübingen. The experiment was conducted to study 

the suitability of the designed implant, its positioning, surgical challenges and 

performance.  

2.13 Effect of Coil parameters on the performance of the link 

Detailed below in Table 2-3 are the effects of the various coil parameters of 

the square planar inductors on the performance of the link. 

Parameter Effects on variation 

Trace Width For a given area, an increase in trace width 

increases the quality factor of the coil until a 

threshold and then starts to decrease beyond the 

threshold. Hence an optimal trace width is 

obtainable 

Inter trace spacing For a given area, an increase in inter trace spacing 

increases the quality factor of the coil until a 

threshold and then starts to decrease beyond the 

threshold. Hence an optimal inter trace spacing is 

obtainable 

Substrate thickness Does not affect Inductance, minimal effect on 

resistance. Reduces the self-resonant frequency of 

the coil for small increments, but remain unaffected 

at large separations. 

Table 2-3 Effects of coil parameters on link performance 
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2.14 Biosafety considerations 

The scope of safety offered by the SAR is limited only to the electrical safety 

of the powering scheme. There are other aspects that need to be considered for 

clinical use namely biocompatibility of the material, conformity and tissue 

relaxation/fatigue effects due to chronic excitation. Since copper and most 

other metals are not bio-safe, only titanium can be used for making the coils. 

However due to lower conductivity of titanium when compared to copper, the 

quality factors of the coils are less leading to low power transfer efficiency. 

An alternative to using titanium as a bio-safe option is to coat the entire copper 

coils using bio-safe substances like polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or silicone. 

We currently use a thin layer (few hundred microns thick) of PDMS coating 

(biocompatible grade PDMS) to ensure biocompatibility of the powering 

system. However the study on chronic excitation needs to be carried out for 

specific end application to make it suitable for clinical needs. 

2.15 Parasitics and Tissue losses 

Lower frequencies have high tissue penetration depth than high frequencies 

and vice versa. Operating the power link at low frequencies hence helps to 

reduce tissue losses. In-fact the tissue losses are negligible compared to copper 

losses in power links up to an operational frequency of few tens of MHz. 

Hence models of tissue losses need not be included into the design of 

inductive power links for a frequency of up to 50 MHz. Since most inductive 

links operate at lower frequencies than 50 MHz it is safe to neglect tissue 

losses. The introduction of tissues hardly affects the inductance of the coils 

and hence the effects of parasitic coupling are minimal. However it is to be 

noted that the self-resonant frequency of the coils change with the introduction 

of tissues close to the coil. There is a change in quality factor and hence 

efficiency of the power transfer link. The modelling of the variation in self-

resonant frequency of the link due to introduction of the tissues can be 

obtained from the stacked capacitance model described in [111]. 
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2.16 Summary 

Wireless power links using inductive coupling have been analysed thoroughly 

for maximum operating efficiency in the first part of this chapter. The analysis 

has been verified by using coils fabricated on PCB. The fact that the operating 

frequency determines the dominant topology for fixed loads has been analysed 

qualitatively and the boundary has been derived and verified experimentally. 

The limitation of resonant tuning has been identified and explanations have 

been provided for the anomaly both qualitatively and quantitatively. The 

possible use of series resonant method which can perform better at larger 

frequencies and smaller loads as is the case with RF circuits (50 ohm) has 

been proposed. Load and frequency optimization has been explained to 

improve the efficiency of wireless power links and can be adapted to existing 

links as well. Thus it is now possible from our extensive analysis to (improve 

or) design efficient wireless power transfer links operating under optimal 

conditions ensuring minimal loss in power transfer. Since the results were 

derived using an equivalent model of inductor, they can be applied to various 

inductor realizations irrespective of the manufacturing technology. The design 

of IPT links for neural implants using our approach is compared with latest 

optimization works. It is evident that there is clear improvement of PTE in IPT 

links that are built based on the concept of topology selection, load and 

frequency optimization presented in detail in this chapter. 
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 Overcoming coil misalignment and Chapter  3:

motion artifacts in inductive power transfer links 

3.1 Introduction to IPT links and misalignment 

The inductively coupled power link is one of the hot topics in the wireless 

power transfer (WPT) domain. There are a plethora of applications for WPT 

using inductive coupling as it provides a hassle free, aesthetic and wireless 

alternative to powering/charging devices and there are numerous literature that 

address the problems in such power transfer links. The applications of WPT 

using inductive coupling vary from bio-medical implants and electric vehicles 

to hand held devices such as electric shavers and tooth brush [53]-[55], [102]-

[104] and [120]. Prior works have contributed significantly to improve power 

transfer efficiency (PTE) for specific applications. WPT using resonant 

inductive coupling is a very old concept first proposed by Tesla [1]. The 

concept was adopted for biomedical implants and analysis was conducted and 

reported in early works [39]-[40].  Today WPT using inductive coupling is 

being researched extensively for various applications including mid-range 

wireless power transfer for day to day applications [121].  

The PTE is the main quality metric that is used to evaluate WPT links. Recent 

works have tried to improve the PTE of WPT link that employs inductive 

coupling using varied approaches. A generic study on low frequency WPT 

links for biomedical applications was conducted and PTE improvement using 

coil optimization techniques was reported in [110] & [111]. PTE improvement 

was also reported using a pair of high Q factor intermediate coils in which one 

intermediate coil is coupled strongly to the source coil and the other 

intermediate coil is coupled strongly to the receiving coil thereby decoupling 

the load and source resistances removing their effect on PTE [122]. The 

comparative study between three types of WPT links namely the traditional 

WPT link, WPT link with a high Q intermediate coil closely coupled to the 
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source alone and WPT link with two high Q intermediate coils one each 

coupled to the source coil and load coil respectively is well documented in 

very recent work [123]. The performance of the WPT link with an 

intermediate coil closely coupled to the receiving coil is analysed in [124].  

WPT links for retinal implants, initially reported in [125] was bettered by 

introducing a pair of connected intermediate coils as has been shown in [101]. 

All the above mentioned works have contributed to PTE improvement using 

different approaches. Other approaches include early work [126] which 

analyses the optimal frequency of operation for the WPT links used in 

biomedical implants based on the tissue properties. This research on optimal 

frequency of operation was furthered by recent work [106]. PTE improvement 

using the right resonant topology and optimal load has been discussed in our 

earlier work [127]. WPT method for retinal implants presented in [100] was 

bettered using wired intermediate coils that increase the tolerance of PTE to 

eye motion in [101]. However two main challenges still remain to be 

addressed 

1. Efficiently powering links with separation larger than the coil dimension. 

2. Powering misaligned links where the transmitting and receiving coils are 

not aligned along a common axis.  

We aim to address these challenges in this chapter. The use of WPT in many 

of the above mentioned applications places constraint on their mechanical 

design owing to the inductive coupling requirements such as alignment of 

coils, minimal separation between the coils, and absence of conductive 

substance like tissues between the coils. Overcoming these constraints causes 

either an increase in size of the end device or a change in the intended shape of 

the device, both of which act detrimental to the original aesthetic motive 

behind the use of the inductive coupling. In bio-medical implants, the coils are 

subject to motion artifacts leading to further complications in power transfer. 

We propose to address these issues using the concept of flux sharing in a 

system of three coils by extending our earlier work [128].  
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By introducing a passive low-loss tuned coil carefully into a traditional 

inductively coupled WPT system, the challenges mentioned earlier can be 

overcome. The positioning, size and tuning of the passive low-loss coil play a 

key role in the performance of the WPT system. Since the arbitrary placement 

of the passive coil can lead to reduction in the power transfer efficiency (PTE), 

the effect of the passive coil introduction needs careful assessment. 

 

Figure 3-1.Flux linkage boosting using a passive intermediate coil 

Consider the system shown in Figure 3-1, comprising of a transmitting coil 

TX and a receiving coil RX. We will show that the introduction of the passive 

intermediate coil IX can have both positive and negative impact on the PTE of 

the system and discuss how to choose the right position of the IX coil to 

improve PTE of the link. The TX coil is being excited (with a sinusoidal 

source), the power is bifurcated from TX to IX and RX coils. The power 

bifurcation ratio is a function of mutual inductances MTX, MRX, and M and can 
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be controlled by varying them [108]. The magnetic flux lines linked with RX 

coil are created by excitation current in TX coil and induced current in IX coil. 

Since currents flowing in A and B are not in phase (as the current in IX coil is 

in-fact induced due to the excitation current in  TX coil), the total magnetic 

flux lines linked with RX coil depends on the position of IX coil. Thus if we 

can find positions for the IX coil which can improve the total magnetic flux 

linked with RX, then the power received by RX coil will be more in the 

presence of IX coil, than when it is absent. For such a positioning of the IX 

coil which enhances the power received by RX coil, there is an effective flux 

linkage boosting. We build on this basis of flux linkage boosting to come up 

with the passive intermediate tuned coil which can enhance the flux linkage 

between the transmitting (TX) and receiving (RX) coils in a traditional WPT 

setup and hence improve the power transfer capability of the system.  

3.2 Motivation behind the use of IX coil  

There are two main motivations that have inspired our work and are 

mentioned below. 

A. Large Separation 

The unacceptable performance of the inductively coupled wireless power links 

under large separations is one of the key issues not properly addressed. The 

efficiency of an inductively coupled WPT link falls sharply with the increase 

in distance between the TX and RX coils. Various optimization procedures as 

mentioned in [110]-[111], [122] and [123] exist to improve the PTE of 

traditional inductively coupled WPT links. However when the separation 

becomes larger than dimension of the coils used in the link, these techniques 

only provide minimal improvement as the coupling is very weak. To show the 

efficiency drop with distance in normal power transfer links, we consider 

square planar inductors (fabricated on a FR4 substrate) as shown in Figure 3-2 

with W=0.2 mm, S= 0.4 mm, D_in = 7mm and trace thickness t of 0.035 mm 

(corresponding to thickness of one ounce copper). Six WPT links with 
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inductors (identical TX and RX coils) varying in number of turns (16 to 21) 

were considered and the PTE values were computed as a function of 

separation using experimentally verified expressions in [127] at 4 MHz for a 

50- ohm load as shown in Figure 3-3.  

 

Figure 3-2 Square Planar Inductors 

The efficiency of the WPT systems falls appreciably when the separation 

between the coils becomes comparable with the dimension of the coil 

irrespective of the size of the coil as shown in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3 PTE vs. normalized coil separation for various coil turns 

B. Coil Misalignment 

Conventional wireless power links operate efficiently under coaxial alignment 

of primary and secondary coils.  In fact some of the wireless power links are 

designed with alignment techniques such as magnetic core alignment ensuring 

proper operation. However many practical applications that use inductive 

coupling such as RFID and biomedical implants have coil misalignments that 

lead to poor performance of the power links and the degradation effects of 

misalignment in such applications have been documented in [129].  

When the receiving coil is subject to change in position, the power transferred 

to the receiving coil reduces. To ensure that the required power level is 

delivered all the time, the input power is either adjusted to match the worst 

case orientation conditions or varied based on a feedback mechanism. The 

former causes unwanted heating in normal conditions and the latter requires 
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extra circuitry and additional transmit power for feedback. In many practical 

applications of biomedical implants the receiving coil is subject to change in 

position (both angular and lateral) as the implant is always in a moving frame. 

This causes intermittent drop in received power thereby performing poorly. In 

applications which use closely coupled coils (very short distance), coil 

misalignment and motion artifacts present less or no detrimental effects to its 

functioning. However with increase in separation between the TX and RX 

coils, the effects of coil misalignment and motion artifacts are pronounced and 

present a significant reduction in PTE.  

Thus there is a real need to address the scenario of inductively powering coils 

that is not aligned with respect to each other. The wireless power transfer 

method is pushing its limits to transfer power over distances in the order of 

few centimetres. Very recent works on inductive coupling [130] have focused 

on using intermediate coils to improve power transfer efficiency. Though 

limited works have been published, a case for such links has been made. In 

this work we propose to use passive resonant tuned intermediate coils to 

power wireless links with either large separations or coil misalignments. 

3.3 Theory of Intermediate Coil System 

A traditional WPT system comprises of a TX and RX. Under normal operating 

conditions the current in TX creates a magnetic field that cuts through RX and 

the time variance of this magnetic field induces an electromagnetic field 

(EMF) in RX.  However as coupling between the coils reduces to a negligible 

value due to misalignment of coils or large separation, there is a considerable 

drop in the induced EMF. This is a direct consequence of the reduction in 

magnetic flux linkage between the coils. Under such circumstances, if we can 

somehow make more magnetic flux lines to cross the RX coil without making 

any changes to the TX- RX set up, the PTE and power transfer capability of 

the WPT link can be improved. The trick is to introduce a low-loss 

intermediate (IX) coil alongside the TX & RX coils (resonant tuned with TX 

and RX coils) and position it properly so that it acts as a repeater, which relays 
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the power from TX to RX without affecting the existing setup. We propose to 

take advantage of using IX and its proper positioning to address applications 

that suffer from PTE drop due to large separation or misalignments. The added 

advantage of superior performance under motion artifacts will also be shown 

later. For purpose of proper depiction of the coil orientations, the square planar 

inductors will be represented as viewed into the YZ plane, along -X axis as 

shown in Figure 3-4.   

 

Figure 3-4 Square planar inductor representation 

 

The importance of positioning IX coil properly has to be highlighted here. A 

simple illustration of the currents in each of the coils while the link is 

operational stresses the importance of IX coil positioning. Consider a stacked 

setup where the TX coil is excited using a current I
EX

 (clockwise at a given 

instant) as shown in Figure 3-5. The polarity of the induced electromotive 

force and hence the induced currents can be obtained for both the IX and RX 

coils using Lenz law.  In the IX coil, the current induced by the excitation 
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current in TX coil will be counter clockwise as denoted by I
TI

. In RX coil, 

there will be two induced currents, one (I
TR

) induced by the excitation current 

in TX coil directly due to the weak linkage and the other (I
IR

) due to the 

current in IX coil (I
TI

).   

 

Figure 3-5 Polarity of currents in the WPT system with an IX 

However these two currents will be in opposite directions based on Lenz law.  

The strength of these two currents (I
TR

 and I
IR

) depends on coupling between 

the coils (TX-RX and IX-RX).  For a fixed TX-RX set-up, varying the 

position of IX coil will hence determine the net current in RX coil. If the 

position of IX coil is such that the current I
IR

 is larger than twice the value of 

I
TR

, then more power is transmitted to the receiver than when the IX coil is 

absent. Such positioning of IX coil can thus improve the PTE of a normal TX-
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RX link. If the coupling between TX and RX coils is large, then the 

introduction of the IX coil will be detrimental to its operation as both the 

currents (I
TR

 and I
IR

) are comparable and cancel each other.  On the other hand 

if the coupling between TX and RX is very small, the current induced due to 

IX (I
IR

) overpowers the current induced due to TX (I
TR

) and improves the 

power delivered to the load connected to RX. Hence this method of 

introducing IX coil works only for loosely coupled links. It should be noted 

that even under weak coupling between TX-RX, the positioning of IX coil is 

vital. For example if IX coil is loosely coupled to TX, then both the currents in 

RX coil (I
TR

 and I
IR

) are small and cancel each other. Hence proper 

positioning of IX is desired for loosely coupled TX-RX link to have any PTE 

improvement. From here on, we will call the WPT system with an 

intermediate coil as the IX-coil system. 

3.4 PTE of an IX coil System 

The setup of the proposed system with an intermediate coil looks like the one 

shown in the Figure 3-1. Let LTX, LIX and LRX be the inductances, RTX, RIX and 

RRX be the effective series resistances of the TX, IX and RX coils respectively. 

Let ITX, IIX and IRX denote the currents flowing in TX, IX and RX coils 

respectively. Let us assume a sinusoidal voltage excitation VTX is applied to 

the transmitting coil. The transmitting coil generates a time varying magnetic 

field due to the current flowing through the coil. The flux linked ϕ with each 

of the coils due to the excitation in the transmitting coil TX is given by  

                            

(3.1) 

                                   

(3.2) 
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(3.3) 

Differentiating both sides with respect to time and then applying Faraday‟s 

law by replacing rate change of flux with the open circuit electromotive force, 

the above expressions can be written as  

         (                     )     

(3.4) 

        (                     )      

(3.5) 

        (                    )        

(3.6) 

VIX and VRX are the induced electromotive forces across IX and RX 

respectively. By inserting the coil losses and resonance conditions in the TX, 

RX and IX coils, we compute the efficiency of the power transfer from 

transmitter to receiver as shown below. 

  
   
   

      
      

(3.7) 

  

    
   

 (   
    

         
 )

(   (      )     
   )√   (          ) 

 

(3.8) 

Where, 
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  [   (      )(      )

 (         
 (      )     

 (      )) 
 ]     

(3.9) 

Without the presence of the intermediate coil the efficiency of the power 

transfer link can be computed as the limiting case of the above derived power 

transfer efficiency as  

          
         

(  )         

(3.10) 

       
 

  
   
  

 
(      )(      ) 

    
 
     

(3.11) 

Having derived the expressions for PTE with and without the IX, we can 

derive the boundary condition for a given M to find the locus of values of MTX 

and MRX that improve the PTE. Unfortunately, due to the numerous 

parameters involved, it is difficult to show a closed form expression (though 

available) for the boundary between IX method and the traditional method. 

We will however numerically show the boundaries using contour plots for our 

experimental setup later in later section of this chapter.    

3.5 Theoretical model of inductive links 

We will present the theoretical model for the coils that will be used in 

demonstrating the IX- coil method in this section. We will use square planar 

inductors built on an FR4 PCB for our experiments. The computation of self & 

mutual inductance, self-capacitance and coil resistance will be derived and the 

equivalent circuit model parameters will be abstracted from those 

computations. The geometrical representation of the square planar inductors is 

shown in Figure 3-2. Square planar inductors used in the experimental 
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verification of the proposed WPT method are built on an FR4 epoxy substrate 

with 1-Oz (35µm) copper traces. 

A. Self- Inductance 

The self-inductance is not essential in computing the WPT efficiency (using 

(3.8)) but is still needed to build the resonant tank. We use the most ubiquitous 

result for square planar inductors provided in [116].   

  
       

     
 

[  (
    

 
*              ]      

(3.12) 

Where  

      
          

 
      

(3.13) 

   
          

          
 

(3.14) 

                            

  
            

 (   )
     

(3.15) 

B. Mutual Inductance 

Currently lots of literature exists for the computation of the mutual inductance 

between coaxial coils. Since we address the problem of coil misalignment, 

mutual impedance computation for non-coaxial coils with angular 

misalignment is required and hence the derived closed form expressions [118] 

cannot be used. We hence propose a numerical computation of the mutual 
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inductance for our work. We use numerical approximations to the Neumann‟s 

integral to compute the mutual inductance between the coils.  

 

Figure 3-6 Geometrical representation of coils for Mutual Inductance computation 

 We present the procedure to compute the mutual inductance between two 

square planar inductors A and B as follows. Since the coils are not co-axial, 

evaluating the Neumann‟s integral is difficult. We approach this problem 

instead using the concept of partial mutual inductance. The partial mutual 

inductance between coil segments can be used to evaluate the mutual 

inductance between two loops though the converse is not true. We first divide 

the coils to straight line segments and then discretize these coil segments into 

sequential finer elements of length   and    respectively. By computing all 

the partial mutual inductance between any two such elements, one from the 

coil A and other from coil B and summing them up, we obtain the total mutual 

inductance between the two coils. By reducing the element size the accuracy 

of the method can be improved. The computational procedure is shown below. 

Consider the coils shown in Figure 3-6. Coil A and coil B are separated by a 

distance D and they are misaligned along the Y axis by a distance of m. The 

coil B also has an angular misalignment captured by the angle (α) the plane of 
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the coil B makes with the XY plane. Let       
 
 
 is the mutual inductance 

between r
th 

element in the i
th

 segment of coil A and the s
th 

element in the j
th

 

segment of coil B.  For very small elements Ai
r 
and Bj

s
, the mutual inductance 

can be approximated from Neumann‟s integral as  

      
 
 
  

  
  

 
  

 
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗    

 
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

       
 

      

(3.16) 

The vectors   
 

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  and   
 

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  represent the current directional elements of Ai
r
 and 

Bj
s
 respectively and        

  represents the distance between these two 

elements. The key assumption in converting the Neumann integral into 

summation is that the discretized current elements are small enough such that 

the distance between any two points, one from element Ai
r
 and the other from 

element Bj
s
 is the same for any such selection of points. Thus smaller the 

element, the more accurate the results are. The computational procedure is 

shown below.  

Let  ( )⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ,  ( )⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 
 denote the position vectors of i

th
 vertex of coil A and j

th
 vertex 

of coil B respectively. From basic geometry, the vertices of the primary coil 

turn edges can be computed as  

  (    )  (  )*
 
 
+ (
     
 

  (     )  
  

 
*      

(3.17) 

  (    )  (  )*
   
 

+ (
     
 

  (     )  
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  (     )        

(3.19) 
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Where k =1 to 4, i = 0, 1, 2. . . (NA -1) with NA representing the number of 

turns in the coil A and [.] represents the greatest integer function. The suffix x, 

y and z denote the x, y and z component of the position vector  ( )⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  and  ( )⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 
  

. To compute the co-ordinates of the vertices of the coil B, we proceed as 

follows. We first assume that the secondary coil is concentric and coplanar 

with the first coil and compute its vertices as  

   (     )  (  )*
 
 
+ (
     
 

  (     ))     

(3.20) 

   (     )  (  )*
   
 

+ (
     
 

  (     )) 

(3.21) 

   (     )        

(3.22) 

Where k =1 to 4, i = 0, 1, 2. . . (NB -1) with NB representing the number of 

turns in coil B and [.] represents the greatest integer function. It should be 

noted that the vertices of the inner edge of the coil B were used  to mark the 

boundary within which the total flux lines passing through would be computed 

(for that particular turn) using the Neumann‟s integral. The actual vertices are 

obtained by using the angular transformation followed by linear misalignment 

to represent the actual co-ordinates of the edges with respect to the centre of 

the coil A as shown below 

 [  
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(3.23) 

      Where 
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   ( )   (

    
          
           
    

, 

(3.24) 

  (
   
   
   

+      

(3.25) 

It should be mentioned here that for the case of angular misalignment with all 

the co-ordinate axis,   ( ) needs to be replaced with the 3-axis rotational 

transformation matrix R
3 

(     ) . In-fact angular misalignment with respect 

to a line can also be accommodated with an appropriate transformation matrix. 

In this work, we will just limit ourselves to angular misalignment of coil 

caused by rotating it about one axis alone. 

 ( )⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  [  ( )   ( )   ( )] 

(3.26) 

 ( )⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  [  ( )   ( )   ( )] 

(3.27) 

The directional current elements are then computed as  

  
 

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  ( (   )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗   ( )⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ̂
)   

(3.28) 

  
 

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ( (   )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗   ( )⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ̂
)        

(3.29) 

Where the  in ((3.32) & (3.33)) denotes unit vector and all the bold face 

quantities ((3.16) - (3.34)) represent arrays. 
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(3.32) 

 

Where i = 1 to 4NA and j = 1 to 4NB. The value of the mutual inductance is 

then computed as sum of all these partial inductances as  

     ∑∑ ∑ ∑       
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(3.33) 

And can be further modified using ((3.19) to 
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(3.34) 

Similar approach can be made to compute the mutual inductance between 

polygon shaped spiral coils by addressing the vertices  ( ) and  ( ) using the 

inner radius, pitch and the angle each side subtends at the centre and then 

following the procedure from ((3.23)- (3.34)) with slight modifications. For 

circular shaped coils, the procedure can be approximated to finding the mutual 

inductance between two n-sided polygonal spirals where n is large. From our 
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computations, we find that for n = 8, the mutual inductance computed was 

close to simulation results from HFSS for circular spirals with less than 10 

turns.  In this work, we will just stick to square planar inductors which are 

commonly used in many applications including biomedical implants.  

C. Resistance 

The AC resistance of the coil is affected by two important phenomena namely 

the skin effect and the proximity effect. Numerous works have derived the 

models for the planar traces in a PCB including either or both the effects. We 

use the principle presented in the classical work [131] to obtain the AC series 

resistance of the coil with rectangular cross section for our work. 

D. Self-Resonant Frequency 

The self-resonant frequency of the coil is the frequency at which the quality 

factor of the coil becomes zero. At this frequency the self-capacitance of the 

coil resonates with the inductance of the coil. The self-capacitance of the coil 

is obtained by using the work in [116]. The capacitance per unit length is 

given by 

   
    

  (   
  

   )
 [
  

 
]    

(3.35) 

Multiplying (3.35) by the length of the gap between the coil traces, we obtain 

the total self-capacitance of the coil. The self-resonant frequency of the coil is 

then computed from the self-capacitance and inductance as  

    
 

  √  
         

(3.36) 

E. Effective Coil equivalent model  
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The square planar inductor built on an FR4 PCB with one ounce copper traces 

can be modelled as shown in Figure 3-7. The equivalent model of the coil is 

used to obtain the effective coil parameters as shown below in ((3.37- (3.38)). 

 

L

R

C Leff

Reff

 

Figure 3-7 Equivalent circuit model of the square planar inductor 
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(3.38) 

The values of Reff and Leff represent the effective resistance and inductance as 

can be measured from the terminals of the coil. The model described so far in 

this section for square planar inductors will be used alongside ((3.8)-(3.11)) to 

compute the PTE of the WPT link with and without IX theoretically. 

3.6 Experimental Verification 

To verify the PTE of the IX-coil method, we built 3 identical square planar 

coils as specified in Table 3-1.  

 

The Physical 

Inductor 

Structure 
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Number of turns 16 

D_in 7 mm 

D_out 25.4 mm 

W 0.2 mm 

S 0.2 mm 

 Theory Measurement HFSS 

L effective 4.90 µH 4.81 µH 4.73 µH 

R effective 3.19 Ω 3.20 Ω 3.33 Ω 

Self-Capacitance 4.7pF 5.1 pF 5.2 pF 

Table 3-1 Coil geometry and parameters (Measured vs. theoretical vs. HFSS) at 

4MHz (frequency of operation) 

The orientation of the coils in the IX system is better explained through Figure 

3-8. For all our experiments, the lateral misalignment of the coils refers to the 

misalignment along Y axis shown as DTR and DTI in Figure 3-8. The angular 

misalignment of the coils refers to the angle, the plane of the coil makes with 

the XY plane shown as RX and IX in Figure 3-8.  
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Figure 3-8 Orientation of the coils in the three coil system with notations for coil 

separations and coil orientations specified. 

RX -Angular Misalignment of RX coil with respect to TX coil 

IX -Angular Misalignment of IX coil with respect to TX coil 

DTR -Lateral Misalignment of RX coil with respect to TX coil 

DTI -Lateral Misalignment of RX coil with respect to TX coil 

HTR -Separation between TX coil and RX coil 

HTI -Separation between TX coil and IX coil 
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The TX, RX and IX are identical coils. We measured the PTE of WPT link 

using the setup pictorially represented in Figure 3-9. The TX coil was excited 

by a signal generator at 4 MHz (Agilent E8257D). The voltage across the load 

(50 ohm) connected to the receiving coil was measured using an Oscilloscope. 

Since the input is not matched to 50 ohm, the power input was computed after 

compensating for the return loss as shown in Figure 3-9. We first measure the 

PTE of the intermediate coil system in which the TX and RX are aligned to 

each other and IX is slowly moved along the Y axis creating lateral 

misalignment (DTI = 0mm, 5mm, 10mm, 15mm). All the three coils have no 

angular misalignment and they all lie in planes parallel to the XY plane. We 

repeat this experiment for various separations of IX from TX 

 

 

Figure 3-9 Pictorial representation of the measurement setup 

The PTE was then theoretically computed using our models in previous 

section. The measurements were not done for all the positions due to the 

restrictions imposed by the fixtures. The measured results are compared with 

theoretical results and plotted in Figure 3-10. The experimental results agree 
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with the results predicted by the model. The difference between the results is 

acceptable and is due to the approximations done in computing the mutual 

inductance between the coils. 

Since models have been developed to compute mutual inductance of square 

planar coils which have angular misalignment with respect to each other in 

previous section, it is possible to evaluate the 3-coil method for various 

angular orientations of IX as well. We now measure PTE of the intermediate 

coil system where TX and RX are perfectly aligned to each other having a 

separation HTR = 30mm. The IX is positioned midway between TX and RX 

and has a separation HTI = 15 mm. 

The PTE values were measured for various angular misalignment (IX = 0
o
, 

45
o
, 90

o
) of IX using the same procedure depicted in Figure 3-9. The 

experiment was repeated with various lateral misalignment of the IX (DTI = 

0mm, 5mm, 10mm). The corresponding PTE values were then computed 

using the models in V. The comparison between the computed and measured 

PTE values for the intermediate coil system with angular misalignment of IX 

is shown in Figure 3-11. The PTE was measured only for certain orientations 

that are possible using standard fixtures as mentioned in the caption of Figure 

3-11. 

From the PTE plots shown in Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11, it is noted that 

there are positions and orientations of the IX coil that might lead to reduction 

in PTE. From Figure 3-10, we observe that the PTE reduces as the IX coil is 

moved away (increasing DTI). The PTE is maximized when the IX coil is 

roughly midway between the TX and RX coils, irrespective of DTI (lateral 

misalignment of IX coil from the TX and RX coils). From Figure 3-10 we also 

observe that for a 3-coil WPT link, the IX coil can have angular misalignment 

(IX  0
o
) with respect to the TX coil, but still can have better PTE than a 

traditional WPT link. The coils used in the experiment are shown in Figure 

3-12. 
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Figure 3-10 Plot of PTE vs. Efficiency for lateral misalignment of the IX, HTR= 30 

mm, DTR = 0 mm, IX = 0
o
, RX = 0

o
, RL=50 ohm. 
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Figure 3-11 Plot of PTE vs. orientation at different misalignments of the IX, HTR= 

25.4 mm, HTI = 15 mm, RX = 0
o
, DTR = 0 mm, RL=50 ohm, IX (experimental) = 0
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Figure 3-12 Experimental set-up used for verifying PTE of three coil topology  

3.7 Using the magnetic fields of induced currents favourably: 

For a traditional WPT link, introducing a resonant tuned passive coil can 

improve the PTE as has been proposed earlier and from the results shown in 

earlier section. However the passive structure needs to be properly positioned 

to harness the flux linkage boosting, failing which the effects can be 

detrimental. We look at IX coil placement for WPT links that use square 

planar inductors. The most general form of the WPT link used in biomedical 

implants, wireless chargers and RFID comprises of planar inductors as they 

have a thin form factor. A typical WPT link with planar inductors is shown in 

Figure 3-13 

It is quite clear that introducing an intermediate coil in region between the 

coils alone can improve the PTE of the existing link. However positioning an 

IX in this region does not necessarily guarantee a PTE improvement of the 

existing link and needs careful assessment. We try to quantify the PTE 
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improvement for different positions of the IX coil using contour plots and 

identify positions of IX coil in region between the TX and RX coils, which 

can boost PTE. We will assume that the IX coil does not have any angular 

misalignments with the TX coil (IX = 0
o
) and proceed with quantifying the 

PTE improvement.  The same procedure can be extended for various 

orientations of the IX (IX  0
o
) as the models built are still valid, but will not 

be presented in this thesis for brevity. 

 

Figure 3-13 Traditional WPT link with large separation  

We first consider a traditional WPT link with two coils TX and RX (as 

specified in Table 3-1 which are properly aligned to each other (DTR=0 mm, 

HTR=25.4 mm, RX = 0
o
). We numerically compute the PTE of the link using 

the models presented in earlier section and (3.11). Now we numerically 

compare this PTE with the PTE of a 3-coil system by introducing an IX coil 

(which is identical to the TX and RX coils) for various positioning of the IX 

coil in the region between the TX and RX coils (Figure 3-13) and arrive at 

contour plots based on the mutual inductances (MTX and MRX), the newly 
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introduced IX coil has with TX and RX coils respectively as shown in Figure 

3-14. If an IX Coil is introduced into a traditional WPT system, then based on 

the mutual inductances MTX and MRX, the PTE improvement can be easily 

quantified using the contour plot shown in Figure 3-14. Based on the location 

of the IX coil, we can compute the values of MTX and MRX and locate it in the 

plot to have an idea of how much additional efficiency can be obtained by 

placing the IX coil in that particular position. 

 

 

Figure 3-14 Efficiency improvement chart for various allowed values of Mtx and 

Mrx, HTR= 30 mm, DTR = 0 mm, IX = 0
o
, RX = 0

o
, RL=50 ohm 

The contour plot shown above has contours that represent the locus of MTX 

and MRX for equal efficiency improvement. For example, choosing the mutual 

inductance MTX and MRX associated with the IX coil, along the line marked as 

10 will add another 10% to the PTE of the traditional two-coil WPT link. As 
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can be seen, for low values of either MTX or MRX the efficiency improvement 

is negative suggesting that there is a decrement in PTE if the IX coil is placed 

close to one coil (TX/RX) and far away from the other (RX/TX). Now going 

back to Figure 3-13, in the region between the TX and RX coils, if the IX coil 

is moved close to the TX coil, then MRX reduces and hence change in PTE can 

be negative. If the IX coil is placed close to the RX coil, MTX reduces and the 

again the change in PTE can be negative.  Thus it is clear that the optimal 

location of the IX coil should be where both MTX and MRX are sufficiently 

large so that power can be relayed from TX coil to RX coil. From the contour 

plot, we observe that the contour lines roughly approximate rectangular 

hyperbolas with respect to MTX and MRX. Thus the position of the IX coil is 

optimal when the product of MTX and MRX is maximized. This corresponds to 

a position midway between the TX and RX coils as moving IX coil closer to 

either coil reduces the mutual inductance between IX coil and the farther coil. 

This argument is also supported by the results shown in Figure 3-10. We 

compute the mutual inductances MTX and MRX for each position of the IX  by 

varying  HTI  from 1mm to 23mm in steps of 2mm and repeat the same for 

different DTI = 0 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm and 20 mm. We plot the 

computed mutual inductances alongside the contours (already shown in Figure 

3-14) to see how each position of the IX coil fares in improving the PTE as 

shown in Figure 3-15. 

As can be seen, when the IX coil is aligned with the TX and RX coils (DTI = 0 

mm), there is maximum PTE improvement. When the IX coil is placed at DTI 

= 15 mm, the PTE improvement is negative which agrees with the PTE results 

shown in Figure 3-10. 

Thus using the contour plot in Figure 3-15, we conclude that positioning the 

IX (for IX = 0
o
) in the region bounded by 7mm<HTI <17mm and |DTI| < 15mm 

can alone improve the PTE and placing the IX outside this region does not 

provide any PTE improvement and can be detrimental to the functioning of the 

existing WPT link.  
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Figure 3-15 Position of the IX coil vs. efficiency improvement, by using the contour 

map for the WPT link, HTI = 1mm, 3 mm... 23 mm; DTI = 0 mm, 5 mm... 20 mm, HTR= 

30 mm, DTR = 0 mm, IX = 0
o
, RX = 0

o
, RL=50 ohm. 
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It should be noted that for a different IX, this region that favours PTE 

improvement will also be different and can be evaluated using the same 

method. Thus using the models in IV and the expression for PTE ((3.11) - 

(3.14)), we can localize the position of the IX coil to improve PTE of the link.  

Thus it is shown that positioning the IX coil can be quantified based on PTE 

improvement using the contour plots built using the developed model for WPT 

link. With the model available for wireless power link with square planar 

inductors, the same procedure can be followed to evaluate the positioning of 

the IX coil in a specific area as allowed by the real application needs. 

3.8 Overcoming motion artifacts: 

The usage of an IX coil to improve the PTE of traditional WPT links with 

large separation has been proposed and discussed both quantitatively and 

qualitatively. The other main advantage of the IX-coil system is its inherent 

ability to perform robustly under small disturbances to the RX coil (due to 

motion artifacts as the RX coil can be in a moving frame).  The inherency 

stems from the basis behind the functioning of the IX-coil method. When the 

IX coil is introduced, the RX coil has a better coupling with the IX coil than it 

earlier had with the TX coil as shown earlier. Most of the power delivered to 

the RX coil is due to the currents flowing in the IX coil. Since disturbances 

tend to affect loosely coupled coils more than strongly coupled coils, small 

disturbances to the RX coil caused possibly by motion artifacts tend to affect 

the traditional WPT link more in the absence of IX coil.  

The introduction of IX coil can hence improve the robustness of the link to 

motion artifacts.  To verify this qualitatively, the key metric we use is the 

percentage reduction in power that is delivered to the load due to small 

disturbance of the RX coil. We compare this metric for the case of a normal 

WPT link and a WPT link with IX coil by introducing small lateral 

misalignment (DTR  0) of the RX coil.  
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Figure 3-16 Comparison of power transfer drop with RX misalignment between 

traditional WPT method and WPT with IX coil, HTR= 25.4mm, HTI = 13mm, IX = 0
o
, 

RX = 0
o
, DTI = 0 mm, RL=50 ohm. 

The experimental set-up consists of identical TX, RX and IX coils as 

described in Table 3-1with HTR= 25.4mm, HTI = 13mm, IX = 0
o
, RX = 0

o
, DTI 

= 0 mm. We mimic small disturbance to RX by introducing lateral 

misalignment DTR and compute the PTE for the two cases (normal WPT link 

and WPT link with IX coil) using ((3.8) - (3.11)). We then compute the drop 

in power delivered to the load due to misalignment (DTR  0) by subtracting 

the PTE of the aligned position (DTR = 0) and normalizing it. The PTE values 

for one particular misalignment set-up (DTR = 10 mm) was alone measured 

based on the availability of fixtures on the board. The corresponding 

percentage power drop was then computed and shown in Figure 3-16. It can be 

seen from the plot that the introduction of IX coil can mitigate the power drop 

due to motion artifacts in the RX coil. Having explained how the three-coil 
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topology can be robust to small RX coil disturbance that arise due to motion 

artifacts, we further the idea to power permanently misaligned RX coil, thus 

enabling misaligned WPT links with acceptable PTE. In this section, we will 

show how the WPT link with misaligned RX coil can operate more efficiently. 

The three practical scenarios which arise in the design of misaligned WPT 

links are as follows.  

1. The RX coil has a lateral misalignment with the TX coil 

2. The RX coil has an angular misalignment with the TX coil 

3. The RX coil has both lateral and angular misalignment. 

We discuss each of these scenarios separately as in the next few sections of 

this chapter. 

3.9 Lateral Misalignment of RX Coil 

Consider the case in which there is a requirement to transmit power to an 

RX coil which is laterally misaligned (DTR  0). We demonstrate the 

improvement of PTE due to the introduction of the resonant tuned passive IX 

coil and study the behaviour of PTE with various positions of the IX coil.  For 

this study, we used new setups which have different RX coils and have similar 

TX and IX coils as shown in Table 3-2 and Table 3-3. The PTE of the WPT 

link at the tabulated positions was then evaluated theoretically using models in 

earlier section and ((3.8) - (3.11)). The corresponding values of PTE were 

measured using the same procedure depicted in Figure 3-9 at an operating 

frequency of 3MHz. The set-up used is shown in Figure 3-17. The comparison 

between the theoretical results and measured results are shown in the graphs in 

Figure 3-18-Figure 3-20. From the graphs we observe that misaligned coils 

can be powered more efficiently by introducing a resonant tuned passive IX 

coil and positioning it properly. In fact the PTE improvement is very 

significant.  
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 Coil A Coil B 

Number of turns 20 11 

Internal diameter 10 mm 10 mm 

External diameter 49 mm 20.4 mm 

Width of trace 0.5 mm 0.2 mm 

Pitch of the spiral 1 mm 0.5 mm 

L effective 12.8 µH 2.84 µH 

R effective 4.47 Ω 2.80 Ω 

Table 3-2 Geometry and measured parameters (at 3MHz) of the coil used to validate 

the analysis 

We infer the following from the results of the experiment. For a traditional 

WPT link, the power delivered to the load reduces by more than 50%, as the 

RX coil is moved away from the TX coil (HTR = 22mm to 32 mm). For the 

same scenario, introducing an IX coil reduces the power drop as the PTE 

reduction is less (around 10% drop in PTE). This is due to the fact that for a 

traditional power link, the PTE reduces roughly as the square of distance and 

hence at larger separations, the PTE drop with distance is much higher. The 

other key advantage of the IX coil method as can be seen from Figure 3-18-

Figure 3-20 is that for a fixed position of IX coil, the position of RX can vary 

without significantly altering the PTE. For a given position of RX, varying the 

IX coil does not significantly affect the PTE as shown in the graphs below. 
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Thus it provides the flexibility to position the IX coil at various locations as 

the end application requires. 

 Set-up A1 Set-up A2 Set-up A3 

TX  Coil A Coil A Coil A 

IX Coil  Coil A Coil A Coil A 

RX  Coil B Coil B Coil B 

HTI(Fixed) 11mm 11mm 11mm 

DTR 12mm 22mm 22mm 

DTI 12mm 22mm 12mm 

Table 3-3 Description of Set-ups used in the experiment 

 

Figure 3-17 The experimental set-up used to verify PTE of misaligned links 
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Figure 3-18  Set-up A1, HTI = 11mm, DTI = 12 mm, DTR =12mm, IX = 0
o
, RX = 0

o
 

 

Figure 3-19 Set-up A2, HTI = 11mm, DTI = 22 mm, DTR =22mm, IX = 0
o
, RX = 0

o
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Figure 3-20 Set-up A3, HTI = 11 mm, DTI = 12 mm, DTR = 22 mm, IX = 0
o
, RX = 0

o
 

Experimental results of PTE using the IX coil method versus the traditional two coil 

WPT method, RL=10 ohm. 

3.10 Angular Misalignment 

We now consider the case where the RX coil has an angular orientation with 

respect to the TX coil (RX  0) however is aligned laterally (DTR = 0 mm). For 

this, we consider a 3-coil WPT system with identical TX, IX and RX as given 

in Table 3-1. The set-up had HTR = 30 mm, DTI = 0 mm, DTR = 0 mm, IX = 0
o
. 

We compute the PTE of this 3-coil link for various angular misalignments of 

the RX coil (RX = 0
o
 to 45

o
) and repeat it for different separation of IX (HTI = 

12 mm to 18 mm).  

By doing a sweep across HTI, we can find the optimal HTI for each angular 

orientation of the RX. The set-up to study the PTE of this scenario was 

completely computed as it is difficult to verify experimentally by making 

fixtures for all possible orientations. It is also possible to sweep the angular 

orientation (IX) of the IX coil, to obtain the optimal value, as the models for 
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computing mutual inductance between coils with angular misalignment has 

been developed in earlier  section. We will however not consider that case for 

brevity.  

 

Figure 3-21. PTE vs position of IX Coil for different angular misalignment of RX, HTR 

= 30 mm, DTI = 0 mm, DTR = 0 mm, IX = 0
o
, RL=50 ohm 

The optimal positions of the IX coil (HTI) for IX=0
o
 and DTI = 0mm were 

found for various angular orientations of the RX coil to be between 13mm and 

15mm. The corresponding value of PTE in the absence of IX coil was around 

the 5% mark. From the graph shown in Figure 3-21, we see that the 3-coil 

method can be used to efficiently power links where the TX and RX coils do 

not have angular alignment. It is also possible to find the optimal location of 

the IX coil for a given TX-RX set-up using the developed theory and models.  
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3.11 Both Angular and linear misalignment 

We now consider the case where the RX coil has both lateral and angular 

misalignment (RX  0, DTR  0). For this, we consider a 3-coil WPT system 

with identical TX, IX and RX as given in Table 3-1. The set-up had HTR = 30 

mm, HTI = 15mm, DTR = 0 mm, RX = 45
o
, DTR = 10 mm. For this set-up, we 

identify the optimal position (DTI) and orientation (IX) of IX by sweeping 

across the two variables. The optimal position of IX coil for HTI = 15mm was 

found to be when IX coil has a lateral misalignment of 8mm and has no 

angular orientation with respect to TX (DTI = 8mm, IX = 0
o
).  

 

 

Figure 3-22 PTE vs. optimal position of the IX Coil, HTR = 30 mm, HTI = 15mm, DTR 

= 0 mm, RX = 45
o
, DTR = 10 mm, RL=50 ohm 

The computed PTE sweep across the two variables is shown in Figure 3-22. 

The maximum PTE computed was 34%. The corresponding value of PTE in 
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the absence of the IX coil was less than 2%. The maximum PTE point was 

also verified experimentally and the efficiency measured was 36.5% which is 

close to the predicted value of 34%.  

3.12 Discussion 

We can infer the following from the work presented in this chapter as shown 

below 

 1. The PTE of WPT links with large separation can be improved by 

introducing a passive intermediate coil (IX coil) and positioning it aptly. 

 2. The positioning of the IX coil is vital in improving the PTE and can have 

detrimental effects if not properly positioned. 

 3. Using contour plots, a mapping between placement of the IX coil and 

PTE improvement can be obtained using the models provided in V and 

hence prediction of the apt positions of the IX coil is possible. 

 4. The IX coil can also be tilted (oriented with respect to the TX coil) to suit 

application needs. However it should be evaluated using the contour plots 

before being used.  

 5. The IX coil helps regulate the received power fluctuation which is 

generally caused by motion artifacts. 

 6. Misaligned power links can be operated much more efficiently by 

introducing a passive IX coil. The optimal positioning of IX coil can also 

be obtained using our model as has been shown.  

Thus there are a plenty of advantages that can be obtained by introducing a 

passive intermediate coil in a traditional WPT link. The advantages have been 

stated both subjectively and objectively in this work. Experimental 

verifications for the same have been provided. Practical applications of this 

work are aplenty. First and foremost, it should be mentioned that there are 

some aspects of the IX coil that eases its practical usability.  
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 1. The IX coil is passive with the capability of being completely planar 

(using distributed capacitance for resonance tuning) and coupled with a 

thin form factor, it can easily fit into an existing traditional WPT link. 

 2. Since the IX coil is a standalone system, it can be placed at various 

positions as allowed by the application without much dependence on the 

TX and RX coils. Since planar coils can be printed on many substrates 

including flexible ones [132], it can be integrated into the chassis of many 

systems without consuming additional space.  

The use of this method can serve the following applications. Wireless charging 

in table-tops where the intermediate coils in the form of table mats can extend 

the charging range. Liver implants (flow sensor implant) where the separation 

between the coils is larger than the implant dimensions, can benefit from this 

method. Retinal implant where the implanted coil is constantly in motion due 

to the rotation of eye can benefit from this method. The eye socket provides an 

excellent space for housing the intermediate coil just outside the eye ball 

which has the implanted RX coil. RFID systems can extend their range of 

operation using passive intermediate coils acting as a relay for the reader. 

3.13 Summary: 

WPT over large separations can be made more efficient using a passive 

intermediate coil which is also tuned to the same frequency of operation. A 

detailed analysis on the theory behind this method has been provided in this 

work. The complete theoretical model for computing the PTE of a WPT link 

with an IX coil has been derived and verified experimentally for the most 

common square planar inductors. The proper use of the intermediate coil, it‟s 

positioning and advantages (PTE improvement over large separation, 

regulating the power fluctuation due to motion artifacts and powering 

misaligned links) have been explained with experimental results that correlate 

well with the results from theory.   
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 Capacitive power transfer links for Chapter  4:

biomedical implants 

4.1 Introduction to capacitive wireless power transfer links 

Wireless Power Transmission using inductive coupling has been the main 

method in use today for transferring power to implanted devices as have been 

shown in [39]-[99]. Good power transfer efficiency of the inductively coupled 

power link combined with resonant tuning and numerous optimization 

methods have made it the number one choice for the powering of biomedical 

implants. The IPT system uses the magnetic field coupling to transfer energy 

from TX to RX. This raises a question whether power transfer can be achieved 

by electric field coupling? The answer is yes and it is very much happening in 

capacitors. The added advantage is that the field lines are confined within the 

plates of the capacitor, thereby suggesting better coupling than what exists in 

an IPT link. However there is a catch. The field lines though confined within 

the plates reduce quickly as we move away from the plate. Hence it is 

advisable to transfer power wirelessly using capacitive coupling, provided the 

plates are very close.  

Capacitive coupled links have been discussed for use in wireless chargers in 

[133]. However no work exists that proposes the use of CPT links for 

transcutaneous power transfer. There are two main reasons that stop CPT from 

being used in the powering of biomedical implants. The main deterrent is the 

fact that for small dimensions (<250 mm
^2

) allowed by the implant device, the 

capacitance between the TX and RX plates is very less (few fF) even for a 

separation of few mm. Smaller the capacitance, larger the reflection at the 

input and more power needs to be input to the TX to maintain the power 

required at the RX. More input power generates large fields increasing tissue 

losses and heat dissipation.  Also larger inductances are required to form 

resonant tanks to provide good matching at the TX input. The second deterrent 

is the fact that frequency detuning occurs even if there is a small misalignment 

between the TX and RX as the capacitance changes.  
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If we overcome these two challenges, CPT links can be used to power the 

biomedical implants. In this chapter we propose the use of CPT for specific 

applications in transcutaneous powering based on the following adaptations 

1. Transcutaneous powering of implants is possible when the implanted RX is 

close to the skin surface as the distance between TX and RX is less, increasing 

capacitive coupling. The large capacitive impedance (large reflection) can be 

reduced significantly by the use of high frequency of operation thus enabling 

us to work with low input power, reducing the field strengths which in turn 

reduce tissue losses.  

2. The frequency detuning affects the power handling of the CPT system. 

Increasing the size of the TX plates (TX plate alone is slightly increased and 

RX remains the same) easily decreases the variation in capacitance cased due 

to misalignments and hence reducing frequency detuning. It also needs to be 

mentioned that frequency detuning does not affect the power transfer 

efficiency much, but limits the total power handling capacity as safe SAR 

levels have to be met.  

In this chapter, we circumvent the main issues in using CPT links by choosing 

higher frequency of operation, high enough to reduce the capacitive 

impedance and transfer power elegantly. Higher frequency of operation also 

reduces the inductor sizes required to form the resonant tank.  The added 

advantage of the capacitive coupled link is that the compensation and tuning 

circuitry needed for proper operation can be retained at the transmitting side 

unlike the inductively coupled links and hence reduces the complexity of 

implanted electronics.  The electric fields in capacitive link are well bounded 

by the capacitor plates unlike the magnetic fields in an inductive power link 

and hence have a better EMI performance and the effects of surrounding 

metallic elements are minimal [134] as the electric fields are mostly confined 

to the plates of the capacitor. 
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4.2 CPT links for biomedical implant application 

The physical topology for the CPT link, where the implant RX is a small 

conducting plate is placed close to the skin as shown in Figure 4-1. It is 

assumed here that only one layer of tissue separates the Transmitting plate 

(TX) and Receiving plate (RX) (as in the case of neural implant). The analysis 

for case of stacked tissues (Skin, fat, muscle etc.) is not required as the CPT 

links can work only for smaller separations thereby eliminating its use in deep 

implant applications. 

L2
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Figure 4-1Physical representation of a capacitive coupled power link 

To analyse the capacitive coupled link shown in Figure 4-1, we make the 

following assumptions. The losses due to the thin lamination (for water-

proofing and bio-compatibility) and losses in substrate of the plates can be 

ignored as they are less when compared to the tissue losses. The equivalent 

model of the link is built as shown in Figure 4-2. The main difference between 
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the normal capacitive coupled links and the ones used in implant application at 

high frequency is that the loss in the tissue is dominated by the dielectric 

relaxation mechanism while it is the conduction loss that dominates the low 

frequencies.  

Both the conduction loss and relaxation loss need to be considered for the 

power link. The conduction loss which is the dominant loss at lower 

frequencies is generally modelled as a series resistor in other works [133-134]. 

In our work we will model the power link as lossless capacitors with loss 

resistances RT1 and RT2 as shown in the Figure 4-2 taking into account both 

the loss mechanisms. This is chosen to easily derive the model parameters 

using the input admittance of the capacitor with a lossy dielectric. The Power 

Transfer Efficiency (PTE) is the main quality metric that is required to 

evaluate the capacitive coupled link used for biomedical implant, as it 

determines the SAR level in tissues. Better PTE translates to lower losses in 

tissues and a lower SAR. 

L1

L2
C1

C2

RT1

RT2

RLV(ω)
RS RL1

RL2

(Tissue Loss)

(Tissue Loss)
 

Figure 4-2 A simple loss model for of a capacitive coupled power link 
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The frequency dependency of permittivity of the tissue can be best 

demonstrated using the Debye-relaxation model and many tissues have been 

characterized and correlated to this model in [135]. 

  ( )       
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Where     is the static relative permittivity,   is the conductivity and τ is the 

relaxation time of the tissue and    is the relative permittivity of the tissue at  

frequencies where     >1. This model has also been put to use in [106] for 

inductive links in biomedical implants. The power transfer efficiency of the 

link is derived directly in terms of the capacitor plate dimensions, separation 

between the plates and tissue properties and is shown in (4.24.2). 
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 It is to be noticed that the power transfer efficiency is directly given in terms 

of the physical link parameters and hence can be optimized for various 

parameters as needed by the application.  

4.3 Experimental Set-up 

Capacitive power links are ideal for transcutaneous power transfer, where the 

implant device is just beneath the skin. When the separation between the two 

power transfer plates is less than 0.5 cm, the capacitive power link operates 

seamlessly with a good power transfer capability.  
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Figure 4-3 The TX/RX of a CPT system built on FR4 using copper patches.  

 

Figure 4-4 The Capacitive Power Transfer Link with the skin mimicking gel 

(colourless) sandwiched in between the two boards (TX and RX). 
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To demonstrate this, we set to build a set of two capacitive power transfer 

links(varying implant plate (RX) dimensions 100 mm
2
, 

 
380 mm

2
) for beneath 

the skin applications and test them at three different separations (distance 

between TX and RX is 3mm, 4mm and 5mm).  The power link was designed 

using 0.8 mm thick FR4 substrates as shown in Figure 4-3. The capacitances 

C1 and C2 shown in Figure 4-1 are formed using the copper patches shown in 

Figure 4-3. The TX and RX systems are separated by skin mimicking gel that 

approximates the skin at 402 MHz. The inductors L1 and L2 are combined 

into one inductor of 12nH, 47nH correspondingly for the two links. The load 

was chosen as 50 ohms for the 380mm
2 

patches as it had a higher power 

transfer capacity and 1000 ohm for the 100mm
2 

patches which have a lower 

power transfer capability. The CPT link was thus built to closely resemble the 

actual implant application as shown in Figure 4-4. 

4.4 Preparation of Skin Mimicking Gel 

The implantable board is placed beneath the skin in the actual application and 

power is transmitted to it by the external board from outside the skin. To 

mimic the exact application, we created skin like gel with equivalent dielectric 

properties (at the frequency of operation, 402 MHz) based on proven work 

[136] and was sandwiched in between the transmitting and receiving boards as 

shown in Figure 4-4. 

The tissue mimicking gel was created by mixing distilled water with 

calculated amount of sugar and salt (Na
+
, Cl

-
). The common salt has free ions 

which can vary the conductivity of the solution and sugar is used to adjust the 

permittivity of the solution. The solution was made into a solid gel as shown 

in Figure 4-5 by heating the mixture with 1 gram of Agarose for 30 minutes 

and allowed to cool into a container which acts as a mould.  
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Figure 4-5 Preparation of skin mimicking gels using sugar, salt, distilled water and 

agarose 

Three different thickness of skin mimicking gels were made (2mm, 

3mm,4mm) using the above said process for 402 MHz operation. The gel was 

made from 2 gram of salt, 56 gram of sugar and 42 gram of distilled water and 

poured into various containers to obtain skin of different thickness (relative 

permittivity = 46.7, conductivity = 0.69 S/m). 

4.5 Experimental results using tissue mimicking gel 

We experimentally determine the power transfer efficiency of the CPT links 

which were built as discussed in earlier sections by powering it using a signal 

generator and measuring the output power at RX using an oscilloscope as 

shown in Figure 4-6. Since the input of the TX board was not matched to 50 

ohm, the input reflection was measured to aid in computing the power transfer 

efficiency. The power transfer efficiency was calculated as the ratio of power 

delivered to the load (as measured from the oscilloscope) to the power fed to 

the transmit board. The experiment was repeated with different skin thickness 

for all the two CPT links. The power transfer efficiency was then computed 

theoretically using (4.2) with the assumption that the entire volume between 

the patches is homogenously filled with skin mimicking gel, rather than using 
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a stacked model of the patch substrate and gel. This is valid as the losses in the 

substrate are much lesser than the losses in the tissues. The comparisons 

between the results are shown in Table 4-1.  

 

Figure 4-6  The measurement setup for evaluating the power transfer efficiency 

Link I Performance 
 

3 mm 4 mm 5mm  

Separation between copper 

patches „d‟ 

4.6mm 
5.6mm 6.6mm 

Area of implanted patches 

380 mm
2 

380 mm
2
 380 mm

2
 

Load 

50 ohm 
50 ohm 50 ohm 

Power transfer efficiency at 

402 MHz (Measured) 

68.3% 
67.2% 67.0% 

Power transfer efficiency at 

402 MHz (Computed) 

72.85% 
72.78% 72.63% 
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Link II Performance 
Values 

3 mm 4 mm 5mm  

Separation between copper 

patches „d‟ 
4.6mm 5.6mm 6.6mm 

Area of implanted patches 100 mm
2 100 mm

2
 100 mm

2
 

Load 1000 ohm 1000 ohm 1000 ohm 

Power transfer efficiency at 

402 MHz (Measured) 
91.4% 87.3% 76.2% 

Power transfer efficiency at 

402 MHz (Computed) 
89.6% 82% 76.5% 

Table 4-1 CPT link description with power transfer efficiency data 

We can see from the table that the measured efficiency values are lower than 

the computed values. This is due to the fact that the substrate losses are 

ignored in our computation and the not-so perfect alignment of the copper 

patches reduces the capacitive coupling.  

It is also to be noted that the power transfer efficiency does not vary much 

with the thickness of the skin. Thus placement of the implant board can be 

chosen as per the application need. However it is to be mentioned here that 

large separations reduces the effective capacitive coupling between the 

conducting patches and demands higher frequency of operation to maintain the 

power transfer capability and can increase the losses. The quality factors of the 

compensating inductors also reduce at higher frequencies thereby reducing the 

overall efficiency of the system. Hence it is preferred to use the capacitive 

power transfer link for applications with small separations at an optimal 

frequency of operation.  
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The power transfer efficiency for the experimental set up with smaller plate 

dimensions is higher than the values obtained for the larger CPT link, which 

sounds strange. This is due to the choice of load used in the experiment. The 

smaller link used a large load so that less power is drawn at the receiver (15 

mW). If the load was reduced, then the capacitance was not sufficient to 

provide enough coupling at 402 MHz to supply that amount of power and 

consequently loading occurs reducing the PTE. Hence the power handling 

capability of the link has a definite say in the PTE. Smaller links operate 

efficiently only for smaller power transferred and larger links operate 

efficiently even when higher power is transmitted to the load. The frequency 

of operation chosen for this experiment was 402 MHz and the system was 

simulated in HFSS to make sure that the radiation at this frequency is minimal 

and most of the energy is in the near field of the capacitor plate. Thus it can be 

shown that power can be transferred in a transcutaneous fashion using electric 

near field coupling in an efficient manner. The implanted board need not have 

any matching network as all the compensations can be added to the transmitter 

side and hence facilitates the ease of implanting the device.  

4.6 Experimental results in rats 

 

Figure 4-7Capacitive power transfer link tested in rat 
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The 19mm X 20mm capacitive patches were built using copper tapes and 

enclosed using polyamide. The patches were then inserted into the abdomen of 

the rat just beneath the skin and were powered externally using similar sized 

patches as shown in Figure 4-7 . The optimal frequency of operation for this 

small separation of 2mm between the patches is found to be 175 MHz. As 

expected, for deeper implant the optimal frequency of operation reduced. 

Power of up to 25mW was able to be received at the terminals of the 

implanted patches.  The power transfer efficiency was measured to be above 

40%.  

4.7 Substrate losses in CPT links 

Capacitive Power transfer links operate at few hundreds of MHz and hence 

substrate losses need to be considered. Though much smaller than the losses in 

tissues, they present degradation in efficiency if not properly accounted for. 

One significant way to reduce the losses is to reduce the thickness of the 

substrate which also is required for providing better flexibility of the patches. 

The choice of material is also vital as substrates with low loss tangents 

perform well when compared to the normal FR4 substrates.  

4.8 Summary: 

Capacitive coupling for transcutaneous power transmission to biomedical 

implants has been proposed with appropriate models to estimate the losses.  

Wireless power transfer systems using electric near field coupling was built 

and power was transferred to a receiving system which is placed beneath a 

skin mimicking gel to showcase the feasibility of safely powering implantable 

devices wirelessly with minimal electronics required on the implant side. The 

CPT scheme is also tested in rats to demonstrate its feasibility for powering 

implant devices. This method paves way for an attractive alternative to the 

traditional IPT links to power biomedical implants. The method however is 

restricted to the implant just being placed beneath the skin and does not work 

efficiently for deep seated implants.   
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 Conclusion and future work Chapter  5:

5.1 Conclusion 

Wireless power transfer links have been analysed thoroughly and methods to 

design, improve and optimize such links more specifically to adapt to the 

biomedical implant application have been presented in detail in this 

dissertation.  

The series and parallel resonant topologies used in inductively coupled power 

transfer links for transcutaneous powering of biomedical implants have been 

studied comparatively. The suitability of the topology to a particular 

application has to be decided based on the frequency of operation and the type 

of load and the analytical way to do it has been presented in this thesis. The 

method to maximize the power transfer efficiency of IPT links based on the 

optimal choice of load and frequency of operation has been shown and 

verified in this work. The limitation of resonant tuning has been identified and 

explanations have been provided for the anomaly in parallel resonant topology 

both qualitatively and quantitatively. The possible use of series resonant 

method which can perform better at larger frequencies and smaller loads has 

been proposed. It is now possible from the extensive analysis presented in this 

thesis to (improve or) design efficient wireless power transfer links operating 

under optimal conditions ensuring minimal loss in power transfer, irrespective 

of the manufacturing technology. 

The major problem of coil misalignment and motion artifacts in IPT links used 

for biomedical implants has been addressed in this dissertation based on the 

usage of passive intermediate coil which acts as a flux linkage booster. A 

complete theoretical model for WPT link with an IX coil has been presented 

with closed form expressions for PTE which have been verified 

experimentally. Numerical procedure to compute the mutual inductance of 

misaligned coils (both lateral and angular misalignment) has been developed 
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for a completely theoretical model of IX coil method based on the coil 

dimensions and positioning. The proper use of the intermediate coil, it‟s 

positioning and advantages namely PTE improvement over large separation, 

regulating the power fluctuation due to motion artifacts and overcoming 

misalignments have been explained with experimental results that correlate 

well with the results from theory.   

Capacitive coupling for transcutaneous power transmission to biomedical 

implants has been proposed in this dissertation under the condition that the 

implant device is placed just beneath the skin (like in the case of neural 

implants). A theoretical model was developed for the loss mechanism in CPT 

links and was verified experimentally. The skin mimicking gel was made 

using sugar and salt solutions and was used as a dielectric phantom in CPT 

system. The designed CPT system was able to transfer power wirelessly across 

the tissue mimicking gel with no matching elements required at the implant 

side. The CPT system is also verified in rats where 20mW of power was 

transmitted into copper patches placed beneath the skin. The proposed CPT 

method presents itself as an attractive alternative to traditional IPT links with 

better EMI performance. 

5.2 Future Work 

Flexible electronics has been around for some time. Adapting IPT links into 

flexible electronics is no easy task as the coil parameters such as inductance 

and coupling vary with bending. However, using broadband matching 

techniques, the variations can be handled with an agreeable degree of PTE 

deterioration with the added benefits of a conformal system that help easy 

implantation. Hence it can be one possible area where further research can 

help transcutaneous powering of implantable devices.  

The range of capacitive coupled links can be extended by the use of stacked 

plates and an initial analysis on such type of links showed lot of promise. The 

implanted plates used in the CPT links can also be easily used for data transfer 
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using modulation techniques. The most important aspect is that, since the CPT 

links operate at a few 100 MHz of frequency, large data rates can be achieved 

alongside transcutaneous powering in a single system. Hence there is definite 

scope for further work in this area that can bring forth excellent transcutaneous 

power and data links.  
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